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The Rose-Petal Necklace
Shirley Sikes

If someone ventured to ask me the
period in my life which most influenced me, which made me the personality I am today, I would unhesitatingly reply that it was the tortuous
stretch of my adolescence. I spent
the time in exile, mostly self-imposed
exile which was not only physical

(in

my

room,

the

in

whom

home

my

of

was periodically
banished), but also mental. I had
worked out a way of withdrawing almost totally from the world, and it
was so perfect, so easy for me, that
aunts,

I
I

to

I

concluded
would spend the
finally

time that
rest of my days
at the

round object, off
bounced certain feelings from
the outside world, none of which
were allowed to enter and disturb me.
thus, as a shell, a

whom

Lest the reader fear I consider myself
unique, let me add that I don't pretend my adolescence was worse than
his

—we

all

have our problems

was merely

different.

I

only

—

it

con-

there was something wrong
with me then, and, with my environment, my given temperament, my
youth, I thought, with that rather

ceived

pleasant,

that

I

adolescent sense of doom,

was beyond

Indeed

my

salvation.

in one of his
endless conjectures about me at that
time, confirmed this: "Kristie is a
difficult child and she always will
be.

Why

father,

worry?"

The scene, in my parents' bedroom,
where they often talked, was unhappily familiar, and the words, which I
was always trying to eavesdrop upon.

even more so. My mother's part was
be mildly reproving, and she
would say she was sure I was "confused" and that she just couldn't
"reach" me, words left to fall into
to

the

vacuum

of

my

father's disbelief.

There would always be silence

after

these speeches; then my father, with
a hostile cough, would say, "So?"

Standing in the hallway, leaning
against the door jamb, I would picture him as he said it: lips pursed,

eyebrows

slightly

drawn with

careful

raised,

mouth

one
burning into hers until finally her glance would slide nervously away. In what I regarded as blatcontrol

to

side, eyes

ant betrayal (the end, of course, nevmy mother, so easily defeated, would yield to him, voicing
some hazy, impossible opinion that
perhaps they both were right, at
which my father would snort happily,
the contest over.
er varied),

At

which is the age I write
wore my black hair, which

eleven,

of now,

I

I
thought unspeakably ugly (my
mother, most of my more successful
schoolmates were fair), in stiff, fat
braids around my head, my mother
insisting this was proper for a child
my age, telling me, with what I knew
was egregious untruth, that there
would be plenty of time to wear my

when

I

tion to the hair,

I

was older. In addiwas forced to wear
long black stockings, and dresses
which were so somber as to be funereal. They did as much for me as I
for them, which is to say nothing at
hair loose
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all.

Pictures of myself at the time,
I have resurrected from faded

which

albums, show me to have always been
muffled in things: in the winter,
scarves and bulky coats, in the summer, unbecoming cottons, my whole
unfortunate appearance matched only
by my grimly rebellious face. My
mother had an answer for any protestation I made, lighting on it like an
insect upon a lamp: there would be
time.

There was time, endless, anonymous stretches of time which ran
into each other so that they became
convoluted and I lost track of how
many hours had actually passed. At
home, I was almost always entombed
in my room, whose stiff antique furniture, walnut, forbidding, anachronistic to

pieces

the sophisticated 18th century
that filled the rest of the

house, reeked of the austere atmosphere of my father's mother's house,
from whose musty depths it came. Always overly imaginative, I would lie
on the massive bed with its towering
headboard, carved and hideous, hear-

ing the death gasps of my grandmothwho died on the very mattress,
sound in my terrified ears. It was a
fear totally worthy of me, and one
which I would have died rather than

er,

My mother,
once asked if I
minded the associations which went
with the bed, and I, momentarily emboldened, replied of course not. Hav-

confess to

my

parents.

sensitive, distracted,

ing created this image of myself, I
was doomed to live with it.
Nevertheless, I felt a certain kind
of ambivalent sympathy for my furniture
it had, after all, been relegated to me, considered unfit for the
gayer parts of the house. Did we not,
I thought then, have something in
common? Daylight, too, brought out

—

its

friendlier features,

and

I

would

lie,
almost content, on the feather
mattress of the bed, trying to read
from the library books I would prop
up before me. I v>?ould have to keep
shifting my position as I sank into
the bed further and further until, finally in despair, I would leave the
bed and take to the sturdy chair by
my dresser, not having missed a word
in the transition. As the light which

came from my window grew weak
and I would look up at the bed and
then at the room, dreading staying
there, dreading leaving. At last, my

book consumed,

my

cocoon

"conferences"

which

I

would emerge from
have

I

to eat or, at times, to

my

with

was supposed

mother,

at

unburden

to

myself.
I

never talked to

talked to me.

my

at the time, endless lists of

and

charged

was not

cheerful,

perfections

them:
nails

I

were

at school.

dirty, I

At

he

father:

He made what seemed

last,

my

im-

me with
my finger-

was doing poorly

when

the unbear-

able interview was over, he would,
with what he termed "affection," pat

my

head, the

gesture

more

like

a

blow than a caress, and I would ease
from the room, so terrified that I
would bolt and run.
Sometimes he picked the coziness
of a social gathering to list my imnaming them slowly and lovingly while I cowered before the em-

purities,

barrassed guests, naming

my

flaws as

though I were a garden patch of
weeds he meant to eradicate, weeds
labeled Sloth, Indifference, Antagonism. He, of course, was the instructive,

benevolent

Gardener,

sent

to

ruthlessly pluck these out.

Usually, however, he saved these
pleasant scenes for the intimacy of
our supper when, with the instinctive
accuracy of the natural tyrant, he

would wait

until I

was trapped by

my
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mother on the inside of the breakfast
booth v/hich served as our table, wait
expectantly until I had taken a bite
of food. Then, very gently, very low,
he would begin his tirade, until,
faced by my innumerable and irremediable sins, tired of hearing the
futile, fluttering protests of my mother (Kristie must eat, sweetheart
.

.

.

some other time) my food
would become lumpish and unpalatable and I would stop chewing, my
mouth swollen by fibers which threatplease,

,

ened to choke me, unwilling to

spit

the offending parcel out, unable to

swallow it. At last, I would clutch
water glass and, under the disapproving scrutiny of my father,
wash the food down. My father would

my

I
clean my plate, and the
whole fearful ordeal would be commenced anew. To this day, I have an
unspeakable
aversion
to
certain

insist

foods.

My
tic,

father

was a historian: dogma-

indefatigable, endlessly resource-

ful, successful. I

of

can

summon images

him even now, working

late

at

night at a feverish pace, writing his
copy, then editing it, then rewriting,
and finally typing it up all over again.
I used to see the light under his
study door when I would wake in
the night and trek to the bathroom,
and sometimes I would hear the impatient scrape of his chair as he
pushed himself away from his desk
and began to pace the floor in an effort to clear his head. He would be
dressed in a dark suit he detested informality of dress— and I would visualize him stalking with his sturdy
steps as he idly stroked the waxed
hairs of his moustache. He was tall,
with an amazing
angular,
thin,
springy strength, and his hair, prematurely gray, contrasted with the
still black hairs of his beard, seemed

—

to catch the blue of his eyes so that
it was bluish gray, here lighter, there
deeper, like drifts of snow at twi-

light.

He

firmly disciplined himself: he

worked almost eight hours straight,
pausing only to take tea and a little
toast and to walk the floor, which,
he told my mother, stimulated the
blood to flow and caused him not
to become tired. I can imagine him
commanding his muscles and his
brain to go on, commanding in the
same irrevocable tones in which he
listed my faults. He could not tolerate weakness, in himself or others,
and his historical views were as unyielding in their judgments as he
was himself. He was an advocate of
free will and, when I read his books
now, upon the pages his long dead
hands used to turn, the idea speaks
with such force from his writings that
the words seem to be coming to me
aurally, through his voice speaking.
I can remember his publisher suggesting to him once that he "popularize" his historical writings a bit, perfather treathaps even do a novel.

My

ed this idea with abrupt disdain. "I
am not," he wrote his editor, "a creative hack. I am a historian."
In spite of this, he once attempted
a biography of Virginia Woolf,
whose novels he found abominable.
He was going to explore, he explained in a journal he kept (which
I have since perused freely, trying to
sum up the elusive essence of his
character), the moral weakness in
her personality as revealed in the
vague, weak characters she wrote
about and in her eventual suicide.

No amount

of

argument was

ent to persuade

him

suffici-

that perhaps

had not read her correctly,
haps he was perpetrating an

he

that perinjustice

in linking the person of the author
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with her wrtings; she was "hazy and
stupid" he wrote, and she "foisted
moral weakness on a world already

bib overalls, colored, with great white
blotches like snow on earth
called
to me, "Hey, sister
want some can-

seamy enough."
But nothing came

dy?"
of the work. In

he decided it was
not worth his attention and he abandoned it, in favor of the sure hand
he could use to mold the facts of the
the middle of

it,

past.

He was

forever after

me

to

"make

—

—

And,

surprisingly,

judging

from

my

innate distrust of others, I would
march up the rickety steps where the
boards sagged and the man's rocker
carved slats in the dust, and take the
proffered bar or the already halfeaten all-day sucker. I did not con-

something" of myself, to plunge into
some activity "bigger" than myself;
my haphazard, careless character,
which, perversely, I developed to annoy him, must have driven him nearly to distraction. I did have an activity, a pastime, in those days (besides
the library books, which the reader
must not suppose were intellectual
poorly written romances and terror
stories for the most part) one which
he would unequivocally have disapproved of: wandering through the
narrow, unpaved back streets of the
that sec"slum" area in our town

sume these votive offerings; I hid
them away in my bureau drawer, like
the elements stored for communion.
Was I raped? Did I contact some

tion,

forgotten by the organized, a
haven to the displaced. There dwelled

ing over the porch, the sign askew,
and I pulled closer to read the fading

,

—

scatological disease?

No.
There was one

—

cloistered

by

—

a dead end
and across the

street

trees

ribs of the railroad track that

I

had

never investigated. One day, exploring anew, I climbed up over the

hump

of earth on which the tracks
saw a white-frame house shimmering in the distance like a mirage.
There was some sort of sign hanglay,

(or so

I supposed) remnants like mythough one came across neatly
tended yards and painted fences, the
rule was quixotic disorder. I loved
those piled-up backyards, where mat-

words: "Costume Shop."

self:

nearly fainted with excitement, for I
pushed on over the tracks in a sudden rush, practically stumbling up
the steps in my eagerness to see this

old washers, rotting cars,
spare tires, bits of iron clung to each
other like survivors of a shipwreck.
I could browse among these discards
like a friend, my schoolbooks under

forgotten treasure.

arm, my library books (for that
was my excuse the library) stuffed
on top of them; but place me in the

them, shadowy forms jutting up to
block the light. I might have stood
there for ages, peering in, feeling the
careless wind which blew down the
dirt street and curled around me, the
breeze piling sand and dirt on my
shoes, drifting bits of paper that

tresses,

my

—

magnificence of my parents'
lawn, or the matching perfection of
those of my father's friends, and I
cool

was an eyesore.
What would my father have
thought, when, drifting down the dusty streets, someone
an old man in

—

I

must have

There it was: "Costume Shop,"
and through a dirty window near the
door, I got a glimpse of dresses hanging inside, hats thrust on racks above

on the porch from side to
though some ghostly sweeper
were working, except that the door
nestled

side, as
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creaked open then, and a tiny wraith
of a woman accosted me. She did not
speak, she merely crooked a finger
at me, indicating I should step inside.
Once within the skein-like dimness,
I squinted to see her. She had a great
mop of brilliantly hennaed hair, ruby
lips, mascaraed eyes, and a face so
white it seemed she must have just
finished dusting it with rice powder.
She wore an embroidered Oriental
gown, and her feet were encased in
once-golden sandals. Still not speaking, she scurried spider-like around
her living room (for I could see it
had been that, but she had placed
long racks of dresses, hats, gowns, in
front of the old horsehair sofa, as in
a

show room). The

tables

and chairs

that normally exist in a living area
were covered with knick-knacks and
objets d'art, shoes, serapes, Mexican
everything imaginable,
and
hats,
there was a tall, three-cornered standing mirror in which to repeat the
view, or to admire onself, like anoth-

er object.

Abruptly, she thrust her tiny face
before mine, and I saw it
wrinkled,
as
tremendously
was
directly

though it were fabric and had been
washed in overly hot water. Particles
of

powder

lay in the crevasses of her

skin, tucked in like snow.

She smiled,

her hands kneading together. "Something?"

nodded bluntly, setting
motion. She began to dash

Startled, I

her into
about the room, extracting this, that,
from the racks of dresses and holding
it for me to see, but so quickly rejecting it herself that I barely had
time to agree with her decision. She

seemed in a fever of anticipation, as
though she too had been waiting for
some moment of challenge and
wished to be equal to it. Now she
stood with hands on hips, head swiv-

eling about as her eyes raced over
the costumes she had packed in the

room; now she scurried to some dim
corner to thrash noisily about until
she found something to hold up for
me to see. I began to follow her, and
together, soundlessly urgent, we explored the shelves and the room. I became Marie Antoinette, a Russian
peasant, an Indian princess. I was
Daniel Boone, George Washington,
Theodore Roosevelt. I took tea (for
she wordlessly brought me some,
swishing in a marvelous porcelain
cup) dressed in a turn-of-the-century
costume with an enormous picture
hat. Then, suddenly, picking off the
pieces

of

my

personality

ersatz

as

though laying them on a puzzle, I
saw it.
The proprietor, a ballet costume
limp in her hand, sensing a discovery, poised herself beside

me

like a

second to the point.
There, lying in a cloak of dust, as
though it had been waiting eons for
me to come, was a rose-petal necklace.
My grandmother had once owned
one, my mother had told me, describing it, but she had lost it. The necklace was a reddish-brown color, and
it lay curled on an endtable as though
it were
an embryo, content in its
setter

womb,

all

its

beautiful

cupped into buds.

I

little

could

petals

almost

smell the delicate scent of roses which

knew would arise from it, once it
was warm in my palm.
My heart began to beat wildly, and
i

the

proprietor,

excitement

pulsing

through her voice, pointed to it and
said, "That?" and then: "Yes," her
head beginning to nod involuntarily,
"you must have it."
She reached out a bony hand, like
a claw, and plucked the necklace
from the shelf, cupping it suddenly
in her hand as I had wanted to do,
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so that a faint aura of roses mingled
with the air.
"You know about these?" she
asked.

"Yes."
to study it for a moment, then set it down on a table beside her, pushing aside the ballet costume, her tone suddenly impersonal,

She seemed

as though a lifetime of living among
unwanted objects, specious costumes,
had indented itself on her emotions,
and left her feeling, first, indifferent,
later, contemptuous. She said, almost
scornfully, "It's a sad thing when
people have to part v/ith things like
that."

"How much?"

I

inquired.

She hesitated, looking sharply at
me, calculating, as though I were now
some insect she was about to stab
on the end of a pin. "Five dollars,"
she said cautiously, "But " and her
eyes narrowed so that I felt I was

—

took the money and slammed it into
a scarred wooden cigar box she used
as a cash register. Then she turned
to me and folded her arms against
her chest, daring me to defend myself.

I
looked down and muttered,
"Thank you," grasping the necklace,
polishing the dust from it briefly
with my fingers, jamming it into a

safe niche between

and

my

my

schoolbooks

went quickdoor and down the dusty
path, climbed the hill of the railroad
bed, and descended into the lower
library books.

I

ly out the

depths of the town, as if I had come
from Hell and were now in Purgatory. But the feeling was really far

—

elated than that
perhaps my
prayers were being answered (1 mean
unconscious ones of course) and I

more

my way to Heaven.
know now that the possession

was on
I

the necklace

gave

me

a

of

feeling of

had found then, and

shrinking, like the plane of her focus, "but you don't have to pay for

importance

now. No," and her head shook
again as though palsied, "you can
pay a little now, a little later." She
began to stroke the necklace in a sensuous, lingering manner, as if sum-

horoscope in the cheap magazines I
sometimes bought and inserted between my library books, or from surreptitiously having my fortune told
by cunning ignoramuses whenever
wandering carnivals came to town. I
was always seeking the printed word
which would give me the stamp of
character, even if it had to be something which my intelligence, though

it

moning a genie; then, just as I was
becoming mesmerized by the steady
caress of her fingers and the increasingly heavy scent of rose on the
she shot

air,

as though

me

another steely glance,

had somehow undamned

I

a tremendous hate in herself. "When
people pay for things," she said
steadily, "they appreciate them."

began

I

was

to

fumble in

my

finally able to extract

billfold,

one dol-

which I lay upon the wooden
counter in front of us, and which
she seized before the paper had stopped quivering from the impact. With
a hostile shrug of her shoulders,
lar,

as

though

I

were robbing her, she

I

only temporarily, from reading

my

only average, was forced later to rewas, my horoscope said (and
the gypsies too, faithful to the wishes
we hopefuls wore like banners across
our faces), light-hearted and charming, drawing people to me with the
force of my personality, a blatant untruth which could not have been more
pleasing to me. But, alone in my
room with my books, or in the dank
stalls of the fortune-tellers, looLing
trustfully into the gap-toothed faces
ject. I
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the myth-makers, who, like the
legendary spinners Clotho, Lachesis,
and Atropho, held my quivering soul
in their greedy palms, I could suspend any rational ability I possessed
and instead, drown in the soothing
waves of their words. Yes, I told myof

self,

all

that

was

true. I

was charm-

ing and successful, and it was this
very success which made others scorn
me. Once I even ventured to express
these thoughts to one of my aunts,
but, slyly, I picked the deaf one,
who, thinking I was going on about
some pleasantry, and not being able
to read my lips, kept nodding toward
me as though she were tapping a nail
into something suspended in the air.

We

her kitchen table
I talked, punctuating my words with her busy
head, while I told her what a marvelous person I was. When the blind
one came into the room, her fingers
reaching like sensitive antennae for
the familiar supports she knew were
there, I told her I had been reciting
a story about someone I knew and
she too nodded, but dimly, some interior battle of her own consuming
her attention.
For the first few days after I took
the necklace home, I kept it hidden,
sat

and she

there

at

listened while

burying it among the stale candy
bars, burying it as I customarily
buried my emotions and feelings in
those days, thrusting it deeply into
the drawer where my heavy undergarments, so unlike my mother's silk
ones lay, and then further back
among the long woolen socks I so detested. Sometimes I would take it out
and lay it on the bureau to look at it.
I

remember dreaming about

it

one

only the necklace became
transposed into the image of a kitten
I once had, and an entire horrible
scene I thought I had blotted from

night,

my mind
father's

rose

anew the growls of my
and the tiny,
:

fierce terrier

squeaks of a kitten I
as the terrier shook

strangulated

had befriended

brutally from side to
body lay feebly twitching and then, with a shudder, grew
still. I remember my father walking
over to the kitten and nudging it with

it,

flicking

it

side until the

his foot, saying, cruelly, compulsively,

my

ignoring

"Once a

tears:

terri-

er gets hold of something, he won't

quit until he wins." I remember waking from this dream in a cold sweat,
my limbs colliding together, my heart
thumping; I threw back the covers
from my bed and raced to the bureau
where the necklace was hidden, thrust
frantic fingers in until they closed
around the tiny buds, felt of the

Sometimes I would
was the woman in the
shop who was coming to take the
necklace from me; I would see her
solid

little petals.

dream

in

a

that

it

flowing

long,

standing
thought was

dress,

somewhere on what

I

sand, advancing toward me as though
she were a wave preparing to wash
over me and pull me back into the
sea from which I had just escaped.
She would keep calling to me, beck-

oning with one long arm which was
clothed similarly in the vaporous
white cloud of her gown, beckoning

and advancing, beckoning and advancing, a fearful smile upon her
face. I would turn, stumble, and try
to run, my legs leaden and sucked into the sand, the limbs unable to do
my bidding. Just as she was ready to
grasp me, I would awaken, my head
buried in the pillow, the cover wet,
hands clenching the stuffing of

my

the pillow in an agony of fear.
I would project these images onto
the wall of
pel

them

my room

forever,

shivering in

my

though to exwould sit up,
bed, and reach out.
as

and

I
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them off. I spent
from side to

keys of a piano. I began taking the
necklace with me when I went to

my bed, watching first in
blind compulsion as the images sped
in front of me, then covering ray
head with the pillow. Finally, unable
to bear the fear any longer, I would
turn on my bedside lamp and stare
at the necklace on the bureau. I
would decide I must find a new
hiding place, imagining that my father, the woman, secretly knew I had

school, rubbing it secretively in idle
moments, as I had once heard the
Chinese people rub jade, for good
luck, touching it gently as I had
seen men and women who loved each

as

though

to scrape

sleepless nights, tossing

side in

hidden the necklace and were only
waiting for the proper moment to
come and get it. Then I would rush
feverishly around the room, thrusting
it beneath my dolls in the dormer
window or in the chest below them,
or behind the white chintz skirt on my
dresser. Sometimes I took it and
thrust it into a jacket pocket in my
closet or beneath my pillow, listening
for the slightest clue in

me

my

father's

knew.
even considered taking it back to
the costume shop and asking the
woman to put it on the dusty endtable where it belonged, thereby placating whatever nameless gods I had
offended; instead, I left the necklace
tirades to

that he

(they)

I

at home and managed to find enough
money to pay for it completely.

And
face of

then, floating

my

up

to the sur-

emotions, as an object
gas bobs up to slice

with
through the skin of a pond, a certain
calmness appeared in me. Instead of
the nightmares which had occupied
me before, I began to think about
the necklace itself, not its loss, imagfilled

ining

it

in

my mind

do my lessons in
sometimes the voice
would break through
my visions and I
"Kristie?" and then
to

as

I

sat trying

school so that
of the teacher
the balloon of

would

hear,

''KrisMeV

my

teacher's voice striking the air like
a forceful forearm attack on the

other lightly caressing the beloved's
grew to know every flaw
and every virtue in its round little
buds, and the scent of roses surfingers. I

me

rounded

my

like a mantle. I

took

it

to

home; I showed it to the
blind one (I was not yet ready to
aunts'

her touch it completely, she only
glazed over it with her receptive fingertips)
I talked of it to the deaf
one, even putting it once squarely
before her where she gazed at it with
let

;

dull eyes,

it

meaning nothing

to her.

on my bureau in full view of anyone who
might come into the room, and found
that the last remnants of terror had
been sucked out of me, as a stain is
subtly coaxed from a garment.
With an awareness turned outward, I began to notice things I had
overlooked before: my father, studying in his room. Weren't the scrapings of his chair and his outraged
cough becoming more frequent? Or
was I now, observant, peeling off layers which had been there before but
to which I was blind?
I passed his study one night, late,
as had been my habit, but something
about the room seemed to draw me to
it,
just as, earlier, something had

And,

in the end, I left

it

drawn me to the rose-petal necklace.
The light limned the hall, there was
silence inside. I put my hand on the
doorknob and silently turned it, the
door swaying inside so that I could
glimpse my father. Instead of the
attitude of strict attention I expected
or the grim anger at having been interrupted, I saw my father in an

The Rose-Petal Necklace
attitude, hands clenched into
despairing fists, head sunk onto a pile of books in front of him.
He was clutching something in one
of his hands, a mangled piece of paper which he held as though he were
choking the life from it. He kept
muttering, "Oh, no, oh, no." I stood
there a moment, embarrassed, guilty,
like a bridegroom pitying the wife
he has just supposed ravished, then
I went quietly from the room, pausing at the door to study the way the
light fell on his silvering hair and
on the line of his back, which now
seemed sunken and old. I closed the
door and treaded back to my room.
What was it that had defeated him?
I have speculated endlessly upon this
in later years, even ransacked the
journals that he kept for some clue,
but I have never found it. Was he
possibly, I wonder with romantic
pleasure, in love with someone else,
someone who had written him a note
telling him the love affair was over?
remember how I cherished this
I
idea at the time, turning it over as
one turns a roast on a spit until it is
juicy and well done. I imagine my
impassioned,
befather
secretly
witched, carrying into an affair of
the heart all the staunch single-mindedness of which he was capable. I
imagine him polishing a revolver and
going to the spouse of his beloved
to claim her (she is married, of

alien

tight,

—

I
have to have many oband there ending the life of
one who possesses her. But what of
my mother? And then imagine her,
clutching me in a melodramatic show
of betrayed motherhood as she faces
the happy pair, who have come to tell

course

stacles)

her they are going to flee together to

some

far

away

isle.

When

I at last re-

linquish this picture, another comes
in its place: my father, trying to do

a novel, perhaps even one of the atrocious scripts that I was forever reading and it is beyond his talents as a
historian.

marshaling

away

at

With

all

his

ability

for

he can not chisel
the awful imagination which
facts,

comes so easily to these inferior people. I imagine him preparing a lecture for himself, lining himself up
against a wall as he lined me up in
his monologues to me, one part of

him

chastising the other for

its

egre-

gious failures.

But the pictures always fade, leavme simply the flimsy cloth of my

ing

speculations.

That night as

I

lay in

my

bed, re-

image of my father,
then, superimposed on this, the face
of the lady in the shop who had sold
the necklace to me, that curious, hostile look she had given me as I took
the necklace from her, I thought: of
course I had robbed them both.
I got out of bed, went to the dresser drawer, and extracted the necklace
from its bedding of old socks. The
buds, curled in my palm, seemed to
calling, first, the

—

vibrate, sending a short, sharp aura

of roses through the room, the scent

trembling on the air a moment, like
birds on the brink of flight, then
abruptly fading. I held the necklace
to

my

nose and tried to sniff

its

very

essence; for a moment I thought I
detected a rather vague, sweet odor
under the layer of rose, much like the
smell of wet earth mingled with the
first

spring flowers, but

I

was never

sure.

My

father

would still be working
knew; it was far too

in his study I

him to have closed the masnumberless books over which he
had been poring. He was working on
some important research project he
had told my mother at dinner (was to
have been, at any rate), and he
early for
sive,

Four Quarters
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would

detest

me

for any interruption,

indeed, he suffered it. I was prepared.
When I got to his study door, the
thin wire of light still lay under it,
which spread out into the hall as a
dim trapezoid. I did not even knock,
pushed the door abruptly open to
if

face

my

father,

glanced up at

me

who,

startled,

over the enormous

of books on his table, looking
down slightly, in the rather funny
pile

way he had of staring, not through
his glasses, but over, as though disavowing any dependence on them.
His body, as he sat behind the desk,
again seemed to dominate the space

annoyance, I walked
crease
his
quickly over to him and thrust the
rose-petal necklace, warm and fragrant, fragile, on the very top of the
books which were, if not him, his life
at least. It poised there a second,

seeming

to

hang on

down

it

slipped over the side.

about him, as a piece of sculpture is
said to rule over the surrounding air.
He frowned, the line of his lips narrowed: he prepared to rebuke me.
"I have something for you," I

"I

said.

with the necklace;

Without waiting for him

to

in-

air,

but

securely and

self.

"Oh,
just

it's

nothing," I said casually.
to give you some-

wanted

thing."
I

don't

he had

remember what he ever did
it was enough that

it.

J.

McCabe

The

scarlet sash
Slashed across the deep black
Of his body shirt and bell bottoms;
His neat Vandyke
Was only a little blacker

Than

Two

had not

it

He

Modern Meeting
• Thomas

I

slowly
glanced at
it, ruminating; then he picked it up,
gingerly, as though it were a snake,
turned it about, and set it down again
to one side of the books.
"What in the world," he asked
scornfully, "is that?"
In that instant, in the fearful hostility of his tone, I recognized myset

his ebony skin;
cold gold earrings

Dangled from his Afro
That had a pair of inexplicable silver tufts
On either side of his brow.
He snaked his way
Through the crowd.
With a red gleam in his eye and a glass in his hand;
The woman Evelyn turned,
Took the apple brandy and drank,
And swallowing quickly, said:
"Haven't we met someplace before?"

O. U. T.
Bryan T.

The office of O.U.T, was large and
somber with a phalanx of clerks be-

area, past the small dark

ing

hind a long counter, but the first
thing he noticed, stepping off the
elevator at the fourteenth floor, were
the two black-lettered posters in his
path meant to be read. The first
said: Even in death you can be
SOCIALLY relevant; the second said:

Monday

in

carefully

nation'^

to the

selected

a

place

not

too

sat at distant points

among

and who watched him
under half -shut lids. Seated, he read
from the cover of the booklet the
words of Dr. J. J. Gabbler, Nobel
Prize Winner:
"The Government can no longer
afford to hedge over the issue of con-

He proceeded to the counter to the
only open window where a small dark
man, with a great deal of arm-waving
and little English, was explaining to
a very blonde, very sexy girl that he
had gotten the Office of Uniform
Termination confused with the Office
of Unemployment. When he got on
Sexy Blonde said

bounc-

any of the three middle-aged

men who

second centennial.

line,

man

on his hams, and

the benches

will be closed on

honor of the

impatiently

close to

—

This office

McHugh

trolled suicide as a social goal. Pres-

ently there are in the United States

ten

million

—

Post-Employables rework-

tired, disassociated, disgruntled

ers over forty-five, whose idleness
poses an increasing menace to a
stable society. We must begin to educate these men to the value of a su-

preme

man,

sacrifice for society;

we must

—

somecan't have your

begin to set up the apparatus
Then he opened to the first page

papers until an assistant checks."
She screwed up her round creamy
face as much as to say how trying
these people can be, and the small
dark man retreated, smiling ingrati-

started a paragraph congratulating him on his decision when
he heard his name called. He gave a
start and looked up.
There was a tall, bony woman in
a pin-striped uniform, looking out
from behind a gate to the right of

"Please, take a seat. There

one

else waiting.

You

is

and had

atingly.

She

took his appointment-card,
it over two or three times as
though not quite sure what to make
of it and said, "Take a seat." Then
she said, "Did you get one of these?"
and slapped a booklet on the coun-

the counter.

turning

"Mister Johnny Lawless, please."
he got up, thinking
Why call me? I'm not first they
are! He glared at the three men and
they stared at the floor. Then he
thought. What the hell. Five or ten
minutes less isn't going to make no
Reluctantly,

ter.

"No."
"Well, it's a
take it anyway."

little

He walked back

late

now, but

—

difference.
to

the

"Come

waiting

11

this

way. Mister Lawless."
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Korea

She held open the gate with an
expression of impatience on her severe, wedge-shaped face. She looked
as though she would come out after
him if he didn't hurry. She stuck out
her long slim fingers, but she didn't

mean

and his hand was
naked and impotent.

to shake,

in mid-air,

"Miss Mindwell," she

left

J.

J.

said,

plaque beneath

Gabbler
Sacrifice

February 22, 1976
Miss Mindwell opened the folder,
and Johnny saw the forms and papers he had mailed in a month ago.
She began rummaging through them,
wetting a finger each time she passed
from one sheet to another. After a
long while she looked up and said,
"I don't see your social security
card."
"I lost

.

it."

own words."

.

.

.

.

"You must

.

.

truck driver

.

.

.

.

Then she added, "It's a pity
you don't have a more positive attitude." She wrote something on the
form with devastating authority.
"What's that you put down?"
Johnny asked.
retired."

"It doesn't concern you."
"It's
"It's

about me, ain't it?"
nothing personal."

"Then what is it?"
"I wrote. Regards retirement, patient exhibits

deep anti-social

hostil-

ity."

"I'd say that's personal."

"I'm sorry if you take it that way."
She folded up the sheet and put it
away in the pile and went on fingering. "Oh, here it is," she said, "that
clever article your daughters wrote

must be very precious

".

.

Miss Mindwell
said, "that the unskilled market is
saturated. Men your age have to be

for

of predatory cadence, reading aloud

.

.

realize,"

forth, her long chin dipping in a sort

random,

.

"Well, er—
"Please, I'm rushed as it is. Five
other assistants saw fit to start the
long weekend a day earlier. Now
fed
"The thing is I'm fed up
up with everything. I got no one, and
there ain't no point in getting up
every day with nothing to do, no
nothing."
nobody caring
job

She tut-tutted and extracted a form
that opened out into six leaves across
the desk. She scanned it back and

at

.

.

.

.

read
Dr.

.

—

a straight-back chair.
There was a swivel chair behind a
desk (bare except for a fat manila
folder) and she sat in that. The only
other furnishing was a picture on the
wall of a bloated patriarchal face
hooded in a pile of white hair and

Who Made The Supreme

.

"In your

et.

to

A

.

sion to apply to OUT. It's important
that everything be complete for a correct determination of our analysis."
She took a pen from her breast pock-

the last one.

flourishing beard.

.

.

said.

down," Miss Mindwell

residence, Astoria

.

Dottie

.

"I'm aware who you are. Follow
me." She spun around and strode off
with the stiffness of a mannequin.
They went through a pool of thirty
typists reeking of perfume and bathsoap, and beyond into a passageway
off which there were a half-dozen
doorless cubicles. She led him into
"Sit

.

and Toddie ... diretired December 31,
vorced
." She
1975
age, forty-seven
went on like this for some moments,
then looked up quickly, and said,
"There's no explanation on this Personal History Sheet for your deci-

"Johnny—"

pointing

.

twins,

newspaper. They
to you."
"I hate their guts!"
Miss Mindwell seemed taken
their

college
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aback. "Of course, 1 can understand
your resentment. The title "Our Father, Who Ought To Be In Heaven"
is a bit disconcerting, but you must

my

consider the terrible burdens of disillusionment that youth carries today.

"Well, Johnny boy, what brings
you here?"

What
tors

.

.

have

.

.

.

.

"Lady,
whores."

.

.

given

.

.

we

.

they're

drop it,"
She was about

"We'll
said.

.

.

.

.

their

just

Miss

little

Mindwell
some-

to scribble

However, Reverend
long weekend
Howard, our chaplain, is here. You
can see him if you wish."
.

finished."

The Reverend Howard sat with his
up on the desk, paging through
a copy of Girls With Oomph, under
a diploma from the New Seminary of
The Tri-Faiths. He was a young, slender man with the anonymous good

feet

looks of a fashion model. His attire
was marked with just the right touch
p
of avant-garde fashion
bow-tie,

— added
and wide
lapels

with a white carnation. There was
also the tantalizing hint of

He drew
"Sit

"I'm a Post-Employable."
silly of me. For
thought I was down on
the divorce floor. Real exciting there
and between us men, I can tell you
some of those broads are just looking
for it." He winked one of his dazzling blue eyes, then took out a thin

a

perfume

on him.

who have we here?" he said,
removing his feet and tossing
the magazine on the desk, as Johnny
"Well,

blithely

came in.
"The thin broad

sent me."
"Ah, yes," Reverend Howard said
doubtfully. He turned his wrist and

checked his watch. "I wasn't expecting anyone so soon before lunch. But

moment

I

—

ivory-tipped cigar and lit it. "Speak
your mind, Johnny boy, and remember I'm here to serve you up to the

very end."

"Father—"
The clergyman waggled

.

"Might as well."
"The third cubicle to the right.
And come back as soon as you're

shoulders,

always open."

"Of course, how

two

thing further, then thought better of
it. She said, "Ordinarily, there would
be a few more interviews, and a short
movie explaining the purpose of
OUT and what you have to look forward to, but today beginning the
.

is

chair close to the desk.
down. I didn't get your name."
"Johnny Lawless."

men-

them?"

door

the

his hand.
"Father? We don't use that term
any more. Why, how could I be your
father? Get what I mean? Ha, ha, ha.
It's Howie to you."
"I wish the hell I could get this
damn thing over with."
"Now, now, Johnny boy, you're
edgy. Take a deep breath. It's good

for the nerves

and the

waistline.

The

size of the waistline is a big indica-

tion of a
I

man's emotional problems,

exercise.

should try some

You

always say.

in the gym
patted his flat ab-

work out

I

He

twice a week."

domen with

satisfaction.

Suddenly tears gathered behind
Johnny's eyes and his mouth wobbled. He put a hand to his face.
"Come, none of that. A man to the
end." Reverend Howard looked at his
watch. "God Ahuighty, it's past
twelve." He sprang up. "I'd be delighted

to

to

talk

you some other
Lawless."

He

came round the desk and helped

the

time. Mister
sniffling

.

man

.

.

er

up,

.

.

.

putting his

arm

about his shoulder. "Remember, no
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pangs of conscience. You're one of
ciety's

long as

benefactors.

—

"What

so-

Cherish that as

"We

They came out into the hall, where
Sexy Blonde was waiting.
"Coming, baby," Reverend Howard said. He extricated his arm and
went to her and they kissed briefly.
As they started away, the young clergyman glanced back and winked
again.

For a time Johnny stood in the
wondering if death would be as
unfair to him as life had been, when
Miss Mindwell rushed up. "What are
you doing here? Didn't I tell you
Oh, never mind. Straighten your tie."
She stopped, then exclaimed, "You
could have at least shaved today."
"I was hung over."
"How awful." She shut her eyes,
then said, "Follow me. And do try
to act civilized, civilized, civilized."

The word

slid out like the hissing of

a cat.

They walked back and turned right
and went down a shadowed corridor
to a rose-colored door at the end.
Miss Mindwell opened it, and they
entered a circular room where they
were immediately surrounded by
green sky and red clouds and the
scent of flowers. Men and women

romped about

in exotic purple skin,
facing a huge orange sunburst
across the room. From somewhere a
jazz horn softly wailed away.
all

Softening
somewhat under the
paradisiacal pressure, Miss Mindwell
said, "Fd urge you to close your mind
to any doubts, and let yourself be
filled with the euphoria of this marvelous mural. It was done by one of
our brightest artists, DonViti. You
might recall he was shot to death in
San Francisco last month in a church
riot."

now?"

Johnny

go

Miss Mind-

to the sun,"

well said.

Grim-faced and trembling ever so

Johnny made

slightly,

across the

it

room.

"Now

that wasn't too bad,

was it?"

Miss Mindwell said. "Some patients
have to be coaxed and coaxed. Fm
glad you didn't have to be. Fm so
busy as it is."

Then she pressed a button

hall,

—

happens

asked.

in the

one

flame-formed figure,
and the sunburst split in two, revealing
a
cramped, rectangularly
boxed elevator, lined with billowy
white silk.
eye

of

After

"What

some moments Johnny

said,

are those straps for on the

sides?"

Miss Mindwell seemed at the limit
of her patience, but she managed to
explain that during the pilot project
some patients had become quite hys-

when

the elevator had begun
morgue in the basement. "It was understandable, but
we couldn't have them tearing up the
decor all the time."
terical

the descent to the

"What

kills

'em?"

"Gas. Really,

all

morbid

this

in-

terest. Please, Mister- Whatever- Your-

Name-Is, I
haven't
got
day."
"Neither have I." Johnny giggled
.

all

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

nervously.

Miss Mindwell scowled. "Will you,
please, get in."

"Does nobody ever change

their

mind?"
"Don't

tell

me

you're going to

.

.

.

wasted?"
his hand and

after all the time I've

Johnny put out
touched the silk gingerly.
ened.
"Please,

if

we

He

stiff-

don't proceed,

I'll
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never get through today."
Momentarily Johnny's shoulders

dropped as though under some unseen weight, and he gave a short wail
of resignation. He lunged into the
elevator.

Quickly

him

to

Mindwell

Miss

the sides.

fastened

Now you

re

would

1

^^

like to

ing, but then he suddenly

shook his
."
head and muttered, "I wonder
He stopped as though unable to formulate his thought any further. He
u
„
^^^^^^
^^^
^^^^^^^ ^g^j^^
.

all

she said like a mother sending
1
-u
££
u
Tu
u
her child off to school. Ihen she
backed away and reached for the
down-button. With a finger paused,
she asked, "Is there anything you
set,

1

Johnny stared gravely at her. At
it seemed he would say noth-

first

uj

.

°,,.

^^^^er-"

,,.
„
^j
Miss Mindweli couldn
,

,

i

,

,

P^^^^d ^^^ '^""on.

enough time

*

,

It

to take his

mansion down,
glad-

stacks that sprawled across the yard.

hungry heirs

in.

Using

tact,

they begged and reasoned ; then we talked of torts.
But he had faced us with what civil court
find not actionable, accomplished fact.

His crazy stunt seemed almost rational
to hear him mouth such terms as "poor design,"
or "something somewhere off in execution,"
or then again "the raw material."
is long dead now, the eyesore sight
long gone. Although we know of nothing wrong,
we dare not look at our own houses long
for fear that nothing much is wholly right.

Old Pogue

i

i

in deportment.

So we were not prepared for what occurred:
he, board by board and stone by stone, just pried
it all apart and heaped the scrap in tilted

called his

i

at

we neighbors took for granted he would add
more splendor yet. Though grudging, we were
the values would go up on what we owned.

We

wait and

waggle her fingers

to

• Biron Walker

random

,

.

t

the patient before the door shut.

Pogue's House

When Pogue began

.

As always, she had

was her one breach

say?"

.

Down on Me
Michael Koch

The plane landed

dow. "You look worn out." She
I poured a cup of coffee.

in Philadelphia

at seven-thirty in the

morning. She

was there waiting. She had my car,
the red MG. It was too early for the

The bathroom was

But she did not. Not the whole long
ride to Chestnut Hill. Until the drive:
keen across the fine long lawn to the

among the oaks grand.
"You will want to clean and shower. The cook will bring up breakfast
house, there,

She had Italian sik for a scarf.
She undid it one handed and folded

we climbed

the steps

bedroom.

to

the

Front,

north."
In her long step firm she was gone
into the rich house.
It

was

cold. It

was dark upon the

stairs.

The corridor was full of spring.
The door was ajar, and spring was
there too with morning light in the

at

my

put

I

closed

The

my

eyes.
I

window over

fireplace

the garden.

was between

us.

We

One long moment she paused, then
looking up from the coffee began:
"What did she have to say?" Her
eyes fell; she tapped the urn with
one long fingernail, then up, chin
set too high.

suitcase

the breakfast came,

my

were facing each other.

on the low chest
the foot of the bed. I lay down.

When

I

to the other

room.
Thick cotton towels were arranged
on the vast green bedspread.
I

dug

watch up from
was ten
minutes after ten. I put the watch on
the pillow and went downstairs.
She was in the study sitting by the
window. The window was above the
rose garden. Before her was a silver
coffee urn on a tray with two cups
and saucers.
She had short blond hair. She was
fifty-one years old. She was beautiful.
"As usual, Stephen, you are late."
She glanced up. Sunlight caught, just
once, an instant, the silver-hooped
earrings. "You have not shaved also.
Sit down."
She drew coffee and set it across
from her. I took the cup and walked
suit-case.

there will be plenty of time for that."

as

thick

tile.

the bottom of the case. It

want to
see you at ten o'clock. Were you able
to sleep on the plane? Never mind;
in forty-five minutes. I will

it

in

Bright gold leaf was
worked around the broad mirror. I
showered. The steam clung pleasant
in the warming morning of the room.
The coffee was cold in the china
cup on the tray. I left it untouched.
I put on clean clothes from the

green stone

chauffeur; besides there were things
to talk about.

columned porch.
"Use the big

all

left.

was

awake.
"Hello, Stephen." Vera placed the
silver tray on the desk under the win-

still

"To you?"
"Yes."
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Down on Me
"Exactly?"
"Yes."
"She said exactly,
for

me

that

said

I

if

with three
guys."
'Tell

my

mother

"And one

she finds a mo-

ment, to please go to

hell'."

morning.
Hard and barely words: "The
bitch."

Where does

us

leave

that

"How

three

hers?"

is

is

I

didn't learn

was nineteen. I assume
doing the whole thing, drugs
I

"I didn't ask."

"Nowhere. Unless you want

to call

the cops."

"No."
"They won't make much of a fuss
about a seventeen-year-old runaway.
There would not be any publicity."
"The police have no business in my
family. They will not be called, pubor no."
"Fine."

licity

Again

silence.

"Stephen, do you think

make any

difference

if I

it

would

flew out to

see her myself?"

"I don't know."
nail

"This

where

men

and

and all, a true hippie."
"She didn't say."
"Well, what did she say? Does she
work? Do any of them work?"
"I don't know."
"How do they get money?"

now.'^

The

of the

clever of her.

that until

she
lit-

She turned her eyes to the garden.
put my cup on the sill. Watching.
"I'm sorry. That's what she said."
"No doubt." She turned back.

"Well.

girls

The garden.

Birds in the oaks, began again the

I

other

"Yes."

Silence.

tle
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is

was

to the

where

place,

urn again.
she's

living,

it?"

"Laurel Canyon.

It's

near Los An-

about things like that?"
"Because she was happy. I went to
see her. She looked healthy. I asked
her if she wanted to come back; she
said no. I asked her if there was anything she wanted; she said no. So I
stayed and talked with her and her
friends. I ate dinner there and then I

me

some
you to
go to hell. It was all very cordial. She
was happy to see me."
"You approve, then, of what she
left.

of

She told

her friends

to say hello to

and

"Does she
"No."

live

tell

"I don't anything. I don't approve
or disapprove. You asked me to go

She asked

give you a message,

alone?"

to

has done."

talk to her, I did.

geles."

I

me

to

did."

Silence.

Space between

us.

A

dead

fire-

The garden.
Silence.

place.

The

"Well?"
"Well?"
"Aunt,

"For Christ sake, Stephen, I sent
you out there to help her, to get her
to see reason. How could you not ask

necessary?
hurt you. She won't come

is all this really

urn,

and the fingernail

ping, tapping, stopped.
"You know, Stephen,

I

tap-

thought

Again.

when you got into college, you would
become something, finally. But you
haven't, you know. Look at you.
You're a junior now, and you don't

"All right. She's living in a house

even have a major.

It will just

back, that's

"Who

is

all.

She doesn't want

to."

she living with?"

What

are you
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going to do with yourself when you
get out of school?"

Fireplace.

"Yes."

"I don't know."
"See, that's all you have to say:
you don't know. Why, you're no better than she is. You're both the same
worthless. The whole lot of you.
."
Don't know.

—

.

The dead space between

us.

And having

The

.

Garden.

said, I

was soundless-

Given back

to the house
leaked full of spring.
I climbed the brightening stairs.
ly dismissed.

corridor.

The door

The oaks have
morning.

filled

with spring

The Dancers
• William

P.

McShea

The scholar waited until he was almost alone.
The workers fled when the sun slipped down,
But his students stayed and watched
Him carefully remove the last little sands

From

her feet till she was completely
Free from the cemetery that some century
Had stumbled or only crumbled into.
She was taller than he when he slid his hand

From his head to the
Lines of her stone hair.
But she was not so tall
That he could not dance with her.
He offered his hand, commanded her hand
To hold his while he tried to breathe his life
Into her every line and limb.
She did hold his hand, did dance with him
Disturbing the sand with each of her heavy steps.
He smiled as her feet pressed so deep
He had to sweep her up out of the sand and
Cling her so close to him.
His face was still smiling when he fell over
And she on top of him.

When

his dance was done
The students pulled the statue from him.
They decided to bury her again,

And

with her him.

ajar.

took the watch off the pillow and
placed it to the floor down facing.
I lay down. I shut my eyes.
I

Chairborne Pilot
• Gary D. Younglove

Second Lieutenant Charles D.
Hickerson pulled up beside the shack
at the entrance to Webber Air Force
Base and stopped his convertible
smartly. He v/aited patiently as an
Air Policeman walked around to the

"And

man

said

sir,"

"Balls!"

"Pardon, sir?"
"I said balls." Hickerson

the Air

Police-

salute.

me where

"Yes,

sir.

I

go?"

ture, watching.

"Fm

Building ten forty-six."

base

the direction of the

flight

sorry,
I

'til

card

tered.

building.

can't miss

Number's

it.

"My

tions

ID,

my

ID," Hickerson mut-

as

a few mild contorhe fished his wallet from

his hip pocket.

After he examined the ID, the Air
Policeman saluted Lieutenant Hickerson. "Welcome to Webber Air Force
Base," he said.
Hickerson returned the salute and
entered the stately grounds of Webber Air Force Base. He already felt
sorry for talking to the Air Policeman the way he did. Everyone had
his job to do. It was the system that
got under his skin not those who
were forced to do what the system
dictated. Everyone was always bucking those who had no choice in the

"Loo-ten-ant!"
star-

Hickerson. He stepped on the
brakes and screeched to a halt. His
cap fell off and he looked stunned.

tled

—

"Lieutenant. You gotta get a pass
before you can go in there."
"Okay, okay. Give me one."

ID

sign

He performed

Big white

"Thanks. Where do I file a flight
plan?"
"Pardon, sir?"
"Nothing. Fll find it." He put his
car in gear and began to leave.

"I gotta see your

go on

"Your ID, sir?"

on the corner."

The bellowing Air Policeman

can't

ID and you

board with a receipt sheet on it.
Hickerson took the card and signed

line.

the right fork to the first traffic light,
turn right again for three blocks and

You

You

He held out a v/hite
marked VISITOR and a clip-

the sheet.

left.

sir.

see your

for this pass."

"Three blocks straight down, turn
right one block, turn left to the flagpole, go 'round the circle and take

look

get-

little

and squared it up. The Air Policeman
was standing beside him like a vul-

"Thanks. Where's it at?"
The Air Policeman stretched out
his arm and pointed a white finger
in

was

upset with the Air Policeman's attitude and the requirements
of a system. He put his cap back on
ting a

Hickerson nodded his head. "Fm
reporting in for flight duty. Can you
tell

gotta sign some-

"Yes, sir," the Air Policeman said

he executed a sharp,

as

Mrhite-gloved

I

sarcastically.

driver's side of the car.

"Afternoon,

suppose

I

thing too."

first, sir."
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matter.

Everyone blamed someone
problems of a system but

else for the

never attacked the system itself. Besides, it wasn't so hard to sign a sheet
of paper and show his ID card. And
they have to make sure they know
who's coming on base.
By the time he reached building
1046, Hickerson had repented and
completely forgotten the incident.
Second Lieutenant Hickerson was
a pilot. It was too soon to say he was
the best pilot in the Air Force, but
his flight instructor, a major with
combat experience, had said Hickerson was a fireball.
"Hickerson," he had said, "I'm going to give you the highest rating possible

on your training report.

serve
with."

it.

Finest trainee

I

You

de-

ever flew

And Hickerson believed the Major.
He floated over to the Officers' club
to celebrate his excellent accomplish-

ment. He floated up to the bar, feeling much taller and better than his
fellow students.

He

floated through

five beers and was beginning to brag
about this accomplishment when he
found his room mate, also one of the
Major's proteges, had received the
same rating. By the next afternoon,
before the graduation exercise, he
had discovered all of the Major's
students were, in the Major's own
words, "the finest trainee I ever flew

with."

Hickerson wanted to find the Maand tell him what he thought, but
the Major had gone on leave and
wasn't due to return for a week. By
then Hickerson would be on his way
to Webber Air Force Base and his
first Air Force assignment. Hickerson was going to be a pilot, and he
intended to make the Major eat his
own words. He was never going to
trust any officer above the grade of
jor

captain, either.

He made up

his

mind

they were all out for their own skins.
Captains and lieutenants were the
only ones he could believe.

When

Hickerson

checked

into

building 1046, an airman told him
it was too late to process in. If the
Lieutenant would please sign in and
report to his squadron in the morning, he could complete his processing
at a later date.

"What do you mean
to process

it's

in?" Hickerson

too late

said. "It's

only one o'clock."
Lieutenant," the airman
he picked up a newspaper
and opened it to the sports section.

"Sorry,

replied, as

"Processing's from eight hundred to
twelve hundred hours. I got nothing
to say about it. You want to fight
it, I'll tell the Major you want to see

him."
"No. Forget

it,"

Hickerson said,

remembering his hate for majors.
"Where do I sign in?"
"Right there in the log. LieutenThe airman was engrossed in
the newspaper. "I'll need a copy of
your orders too. Lieutenant."
Hickerson signed the log and set
a copy of his orders on the counter.
"Could I bother you with a simple
request?" he asked.
"What is it?" the airman said from
behind the paper.
"Do you suppose you can tell me
ant."

how

I

find the

BOQ?"

"Sure, Lieutenant. Look on that
map over on the wall." An arm extended from behind the paper and a
finger pointed toward a map of the
base on the far wall. "I think it's
building ten forty-five."

Hickerson assumed building 1045
would be next to building 1046, but
when he examined the map it wasn't.
He left building 1046 and drove

Chairborne Pilot
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—

across the base to the Bachelor OfQuarters.

"Home

ficer

Commander, Colonel David W. Par-

Lieutenant Hickerson was up early
the next morning. He put on a fresh
blue uniform and checked his shoes
for shine. He wanted to make a good

ker." Hickerson studied the sign, trying to visualize the history behind the

impression on his squadron commander, even though he knew this
would probably be the only time he
would wear the blue uniform on
Webber Air Force Base. After this
meeting, he intended to be Lieutenant
'

Hickerson,

the finest trainee
any major ever flew with. The flight
pilot,

suit would be his uniform and the
blue suit could rot on a hanger in

his closet.

He was a tall man, just barely unmaximum height limit for pi-

der the
lots.

His brown hair was cropped

and it was difficult to see
where his whiskers stopped and his
close,

sideburns began. His facial features

were sharp, and he had a way of
smiling so no one knew if he was being sarcastic or understanding. There
was nothing unusual about his build.
His height made him appear much
thinner than his 190 pounds, but he
stood straight and walked on what
appeared to be cushioned feet. He
had in his eyes, however, a look that
went beyond what he saw. He looked
through,
his path
in place
ron for

not

at,

the objects within

He

tapped his hat
and proceeded to the squadan interview with his comof vision.

mander.
There was a large sign outside the
hangar that housed the commander's
office and Hickerson stopped to admire it. Across the top in bold, black
letters was 313th FIGHTER BOMB-

ER SQUADRON.

Under this was a
blue shield with an F-4 Phantom aircraft streaking out of sight, its contrail extending beyond the edge of
the shield. Under that was written

of the Screamin

Me-Me's

He saw heroes in the Second World War. More heroes in Korea. And more in Vietnam. Now, he
was ready to add his legend to the
squadron.

history book.

He
for

entered the hangar and looked
some sign or indication of where

A sergeant working
on an aircraft nearby directed him
to the far side of the hangar where
a number of offices were housed in
a building that jutted out from the
hangar like a chicken coop. There
were about ten aircraft, in various
stages of maintenance, in the hangar.
And although there seemed to be a
quietness because of the size of the
hangar, the sounds of men at work
echoed from the rafters. Hickerson
worked his way across the hangar
and eyed each aircraft with anticipation, for these were the birds he
loved and he was anxious to fly.
When he entered the office shack, the
sounds changed to those of typewriters and telephones.
He approached a technical sergeant
who was busy typing a report.
"Excuse me, sergeant."
the offices were.

"Yes, sir."
"I'm Lieutenant Hickerson. Checking in for duty. Can you tell me
where Colonel Parker's office is?"
"Yes, sir. The Colonel's been expecting you. Wants to see you as

soon as you show up. If you come
with me, I'll take you in."
The sergeant walked through offices separated by pale green partitions. At the far end of the shack
he paused before an opening in one
of the partitions and knocked.
"Sir. Lieutenant Hickerson's here."
"Fine. Fine," a voice boomed from
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behind the partition. "Send him in."
Hickerson entered the room and
snapped to attention. He saluted as
Colonel Parker stepped out from behind a large desk. The Colonel extended his hand, and Hickerson
dropped the salute and reached out.
It was then that Colonel Parker must
have realized he had received a salute, for he suddenly returned the
salute as Hickerson grabbed for his
hand. Hickerson stood there nonplussed as the Colonel saluted him.
Finally, Hickerson saluted again just
as the Colonel reached out for the
handshake.

"Uh

Uh

... Sit down." Colonel
Parker said a little too harshly, as
he dropped his hand in despair. He
...

returned to his position behind the
desk. "Fm glad to see you. Lieutenant. We need you around here."
There was only one response Hick,
erson could make. "Fm glad to be
here. Fm anxious to get to work."

"Good. Good. We've been operating a little shorthanded, and it will
sure be a relief to have you on the
rolls." Colonel Parker removed a
cigarette from a pack on his desk,

tapped

it

lit

He

it.

lightly

took

on his
a

lighter,

long

drag

leaned back in his chair.
"You'll be working directly

and
and
for

me," he said. "Don't worry about not
knowing all there is to know. Fll see
that you learn the ropes. You mar-

days Fd have given my left arm
be stationed here. Women all over
the place. Of course, they take to the
pilots most, but everybody gets a
chance. So don't let it bother you.
Fm past that stage myself. Married,
two fine boys. One of them is going
to the Academy next fall if I can
swing a little deal. Fve got one in the
fire. You situated in the BOQ yet?"
"No, sir."
gle
to

"Well, you take this morning off

and

get squared away.

life is

good home

teenth."

Lieutenant Hickerson studied Colonel Parker during the philosophy that
It was obvious from the
Colonel Parker was not interested in Hickerson's welfare or
abilities or anything for that matter.
The Colonel loved to hear his own
voice. He sat back in his chair looking at the wall, swinging to look out
the window, never looking directly at
Hickerson. He was a handsome man
with light brown wavy hair. His blue
eyes seemed to be lost in memory.
And although his face didn't show it,
his waist evidenced a life of overeating and lack of exercise. Hickerson
decided he wasn't going to get along
with Colonel Parker.

followed.

start that

During a pause in the Colonel's
speech Hickerson spoke up.
"When can I start flying?"

"What?"

"When do

ried?"

A

a necessity in the Three Thir-

I

get to start flying?

Colonel meant by learning the ropes,
and he wasn't concentrating on the

Flying? Become a member of the
"
Three- Thirteenth ?
"Oh, I daresay you have a sense
of humor." The ash on Colonel Par-

question.

ker's cigarette fell

"No,
ingly.

Hickerson said hesitatdidn't understand what the

sir,"

He

"There's a good life around Webber for a bachelor." Colonel Parker
had hardly waited for Hickerson to
answer his question before he was
into this dialogue: "Back in my sin-

on his desk.

"I don't understand, sir."
"Flying. Flying. Getting with

it.

Referring to your job as flying. I
swear. All you office workers want
to be pilots and none of you can. So

Chairborne Pilot
you use

name

pilot

language.

I

have a

for that type troop."

Hickerson stared in disbelief.
"Chairborne Pilots. That's what I
call them. Nothing personal, mind
you. I like the gung-ho type."
"You've lost me somewhere, Colonel," Hickerson said. "I didn't know
I'd be working at a desk."
"Where did you think the Administrative Services Officer

works?"

"That can't be," Hickerson
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6687443, AFSC 7021. That number
7021 stands for Administrative Services Officer."

"But I don't know anything about
administration. I'm a pilot."

"According to the records you're
administration."
Colonel Parker stood up and

walked in front of his desk. Lieutenant Hickerson rose more out of instinct

than respect.

stut-

"I doubt it," the Colonel said with
a note of finality. "I doubt it. It

"That's what your orders say. I
thought you knew it,"
"No, sir. My orders just tell me
to report here for duty. There's nothing in them about my job."

must be what the Air Force wants
you to do."
"Then why would they send me

tered.

The filter on the Colonel's
was burning. "Well, it's

ette

cigar-

in the

system then. Damn these cigarettes.
Taste terrible." He dropped the filter in an ashtray. "The computer
kicks out a card for us that tells us

what you are and
Certainly

beats

all

the

that

good

old

days when

stuff.

we never knew what we had until
he got here."
"But I'm a pilot," Hickerson protested. "I'm supposed to fly the F-4.
just got out of training a week
ago."
Colonel Parker sat upright. For
the first time since the beginning of
the interview he looked straight into
Hickerson's eyes.
"You can't be a pilot," he said, alI

most as if it was an order.
"There must be a mistake then,
Colonel. Because that's what I am."
"But you can't be. We're supposed
to get an Administrative Services Officer.

Your name

is

Hickerson

isn't

it?"

"Yes but—"
"Well, here it is." Colonel Parker
held out an IBM card and read from
it.
2Lt Charles D. Hickerson, FV-

school?"
knows, son. They have a
strange way of doing things."
"It's got to be a mistake," Hickerson insisted. "I swear I'm a pilot.
Can't we at least check to see!"
"We don't need a pilot. We need
an administration officer."
Hickerson stood there silently holding back his rage. How did I get
blessed with this, he thought. He
wanted to scream. Anything.
"But I'll check for you," Colonel
Parker went on. "In the meantime,
why not get squared away. Sergeant
to flight

"Who

Myers

will

show you around

fice this afternoon. If
it'll

it's

take a few days to get

and you

can't fly

may

well

as

till

learn

the of-

a mistake,
it

then.

straight

So you

administration.

Might be able to clean up some of the
backlog while you're waiting.
Hickerson felt he should salute out
of respect, but he feared a repeat
performance of their meeting. He
mumbled, "Yes, sir," and left the office.

All morning long he was plagued
by one thought. It seemed obvious
that his IBM card had gotten mixed
up with another officer's card, and he
kept wondering how the Administra-
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live

Services

some unDid that
find out he was

Officer

known base was making
lieutenant arrive to

at

out.

no longer an Administrative Service
Officer and instead a pilot? He wondered if that chairborne pilot was going to fly for a few days while they
straightened up his records. Despite
his anger, Hickerson had to laugh.
could see a lot of humor in a
chairborne pilot on the flight line
not to mention at 30,000 feet in an

He

F-4.

That afternoon Sergeant Myers
showed him around the offices and
introduced him to the other men.
Hickerson shook hands and uttered
the required comments expected of a

new Administrative

Services Officer,

but his heart wasn't in it. It seemed
so unnecessary, he thought. If I'm
only going to be here a couple days,
why all the fanfare? And when Sergeant Myers began to explain the
duties involved, Hickerson began to

broadcast a signal of despair. Another second lieutenant who couldn't
care less. But to Hickerson the look
was more confusion than anything
else.

"Lieutenant,
learn this job

leg

"You'll be responsible for all the
matters
concerning
administrative
the Three-Thirteenth," Sergeant Myers said. "That includes the duty ros-

in

special orders, inspections with
Colonel Parker, Security
"Sergeant Myers?"
"Yes, sir."
"Why are you telling me all of
this?"
"Well, sir. I'll be doing most of
the leg work, but you'll have to sign
it. I figured you'd want to have some
idea what's involved."
"For as long as I'll be here, I'll
trust your work completely," Hickerson said, as though no further instructions were required. "You type

—

up and
sign, and
it

tell
I'll

me where and how
sign

to

it."

Sergeant Myers looked defeated.
To an experienced officer the look

are you going to
you don't know what

you're supposed to do?"
"I'm not going to be here long
enough to change uniforms, let alone
learn the work. I'm a pilot. Sergeant
Myers. I'm supposed to fly the
F-4. Didn't Colonel Parker tell you
that?"
"He didn't say anything, sir," the
stammered.
Sergeant
"After
he
talked with you this morning, he
stormed out of here like he was mad.
Didn't say where he was going."
"Well, I'll make a deal with you,
Sergeant Myers," Hickerson said.
"I'm going to be your Administrative
Services Officer for a couple of days.
Long enough for personnel to get my
records straightened up. You do the

protest.

ter,

how

if

work

like

you

said,

and

I'll

come

each morning and afternoon to
sign the papers. But I am not going
to learn the ropes here."
The Sergeant agreed to this arrangement. Hickerson was his boss,
and Sergeant Myers, like all the majors, was out for his own skin. He
wasn't about to buck the orders of the
Lieutenant.

For two days it worked. Sergeant
Myers had the papers ready each
morning and afternoon, and Hickerson signed them. For two days Hickerson tried to see Colonel Parker.
But that failed. The Colonel was
never in. Once Hickerson sat in his
office for two hours waiting for the

The

secretary said he was
any minute. During this
wait, Hickerson was sure he saw
Colonel Parker come in the orderly
room, but when he worked his way
Colonel.

due

to return

Chairborne Pilot
around the
was gone.
Hickerson

Colonel

the

partitions,

left

Any

The Colonel

Lewis."
"Yes. I remember."

notes for the Colo-

on

status

my

duty

change?"
left

notes for Hicker-

"I didn't know whether you remembered me or not."
"What is it you want?" Hickerson

putting

said,

his

up

feet

on

the

desk.

son.

"Hickerson:

I'm

working on

Keep up the good work

"Well.

in administra-

Sergeant Myers wasn't any help
been trying to see Colonel Parker ever since you've been
here," he told the Lieutenant. "He's
either: "I've

all

the

IBM

cards.

I

can't find

them, and I'd be crazy to try to talk
to personnel without the cards. The
Colonel's been flying for the past
two days. Loves to fly. He's a regular
crew member. Not that he has to be,
but he loves to fly."
The next morning Hickerson wore
It was
and new and had never seen

his flight suit to the office.

fresh

the inside of a cockpit. Hickerson
also wore that smile of his that was
so often mistaken for understanding.
He walked into the office carrying

under his arm. He picked
up the papers in the "in" basket
and set the helmet down in their
place. When he had finished signing
what seemed like a million papers,
orders, and reports, he sat back in
his chair and stared straight ahead.
What he saw made him laugh. A
young airman was standing in front
his helmet

of his desk, his

arm

raised in a

stiff

Hickerson had no idea how
long the airman had been standing
there, but the airman seemed startled
when Hickerson looked at him.
"Excuse me, sir," the airman said.
Hickerson returned the salute.
salute.

"Yes?" he answered,

as

back in his chair again.

don't want to be butting

I

it.

tion."

got

met you the other day. "I'm Air-

I

man

nel.

"Sir:
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he leaned

into your business,

sir,

but, well, I

heard about the mix-up they made on
your duty assignment." The Airman
was nervous and shifted his weight

from foot

to foot.

Hickerson stared at him offering
neither objection nor approval.
"Well, sir. It's like this. I've been
here almost a year now. And I've
seen what goes on in this office and
well, sir ... uh ... I thought I
ought to tell you."
"Tell me what?" Hickerson asked.
.

.

.

"Well,

Uh

like this, sir.

it's

.

.

.

You have this mix-up with your duty.
And you want to fly. I know you're a
pilot and ought to be put there." He
pointed toward the flight line. "And
."
uh
Lewis?" HickAirman
"What is it.
erson demanded. "What do you want

I

thought

to tell

.

.

.

.

.

me?"

"Well, sir, it's pretty hard for me
to put it into words. I know I'm supposed to show respect for senior officers. Any officer for that matter.
that

It's just

.

.

.

uh

."
.

.

Hickerson sat up straight in his
chair. "Airman Lewis. Sit down. Go
on. I'm not going to bite your head
off."

"Thank you,
rectly.

I

sir. It's

my

—

just that

but he works for you and

"What

.

.

.

boss at least indiwork for Sergeant Myers,

well, you're

are

you

trying

."
.

.

to

say,"

Hickerson blurted. "Will you please

me what you want to say."
The Airman jerked to a sitting

tell
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He looked straight into
Hickerson's eyes and spoke almost in
a whisper as though their discussion
was top secret.
attention.

"I think there's something

wrong

I

"Well, he doesn't act like a colonel
ought to act. That's all."

way?

what

What do you

mean?"
"I can't say, Lieutenant.

He

just

acts funny."

Airman Lewis leaned over toward
Hickerson and whispered again. "I
think he's crazy."

As much

as Hickerson disliked

it,

Airman Lewis.
"The Colonel's not

crazy," he said.
"Don't you have any respect for the
responsibilities he's got?"
"I'm sorry, sir," the Airman answered feebly. "He acts mighty
strange to me, and I thought you'd

know."

lot on his mind.
you were in his shoes,
you might act the same way. Ever
all.

If

think of that?" Hickerson tried to be
gentle in this reproof.
"No, sir. I don't think I have. But
I still don't think he'll do anything
to help get your records fixed up."
"You've got to trust the integrity
of your superiors, Airman Lewis,"

Hickerson
if

lied.

like a lota

leave now, Lieutenant?"

Hickerson nodded
Airman Lewis got up
"Airman Lewis?"

his

head and

to leave.

"Yes, sir."
"Just between you and me, thanks
for the warning."
"Yes, sir, Lieutenant." A smile
covered Airman Lewis's face as he
left

the office.

Hickerson hadn't been sure of
Colonel Parker's intentions, he was
now. The discussion with Airman
Lewis had not been the turning
point. Hickerson had decided earlier,
but now he was convinced that if he
wanted to fly, he was going to have to
take the situation in his own hands.
Yet, in his usual manner, he felt he
ought to give the Colonel one last
chance to fulfill his promise. The
problem was getting to see the Colonel.

For

this

Hickerson also had a

plan.

He

office and announced
would be gone all day. Any
papers to be signed would have to
wait until tomorrow. After making
left his

that he

"He's just got a

That's

you know, Lieutenwant you to get the
other guys I know. Can

to let

If

he could not allow Airman Lewis to
carry on in this vein. The rules required him to support his superior
officers, and although he had harbored the same thoughts about Colonel Parker, he was forced to dissuade

like to

wanted

all I

ant. I just don't

ax

with the Colonel," he said.
"What do you mean by that?"

"In

things he'd never come through on.
I think if you want to fly, you're going to have to do it yourself. That's

"Where would we be

we

couldn't rely on our officers?"
"That's what I mean, sir. Colonel

Parker promised to get me in typing
school, but he never did. I had to do
it myself. He promised lots of guys

certain everyone, including the Colonel's

secretary,

knew he would be

gone, he went outside, sat in his car
and began reading a book.
Since the parking lot was adjacent
to the flight line, Hickerson had a
full view of all the activity, and his
book took second place. The F-4s
were parked neatly in a single row
that

seemed

The

flight

activity,

to stretch into eternity.

was humming with
and Hickerson wanted to be
line

A

pair of F-4s roared
a part of it.
down the runway and lifted off simul-
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taneously, their afterburners pushing
a tongue of flame out behind them.
It wasn't at all difficult to understand how a duty assignment could
get fouled up on a punch card. A simple mistake. Some airman, with hundreds of cards to punch each day,
hit the wrong key on the typewriter.
Maybe he was thinking about something a million miles from his job.
Maybe, just possibly, he did it on
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engrossed in a

letter

and didn't look

up.^

"Come

in,"

he said absently. "Be

purpose as part of a hidden rebellion
toward the system. Whatever the
Garbage in Garcause, the adage
applied and was underbage out

with you in a minute."
Hickerson stood patiently at ease,
while Colonel Parker finished reading. When the Colonel finally looked
up, Hickerson knew he was surprised.
"Could I talk with you a minute?"
Hickerson asked.
Colonel Parker's eyes looked like
miniature saucers. "What are you doing here?" he demanded.
"I'd like to talk to you," Hickerson
replied, a smile hiding his true feel-

standable.

ings.

But it frustrated Hickerson that
proving it wrong and getting something done about it was all but impossible. Why couldn't some one
make a pen-and-ink change to the
card and let it be at that. Although
the system should be depended on, it

"Can't you see I'm busy?"
"Yes, sir. I'll only be a minute.
It's about my duty assignment."
"I told you I'd take care of that,

shouldn't rule the men who created
it. Yet, the problem lay with Colonel
Parker now. He was the proponent
of the infallible system. He was the
one who needed an Administrative

about?"
"I'm a

—

—

Services Officer

—

more than

a pilot. He
this point

was the one who balked. At
in

the ordeal.

Colonel Parker was

It was an hour before Hickerson's
plan began to work. When he saw
Colonel Parker's car approaching, he
closed his book and lay down on the
front seat. Although he couldn't see
anything, he heard the Colonel get
out of his car and slam the door.
Hickerson waited a couple of minutes before getting up, then walked
quickly toward the offices. Once inside, he went directly to Colonel Par-

and rapped on the

parti-

Colonel Parker was dressed in a
suit

a

is

there to talk

Colonel," Hickerson
feel it was a senseless gesture to talk to Colonel Parker.
"Don't you think I know that?"
"Yes, but when can I start flying?"
"Hickerson, I know the problem
said,

pilot,

beginning to

you've got.

And God knows

I've tried

it

best to straighten things out. But
takes time. I'm not the Chief of

Staff."

"But you are the commander. You
can assign me to flight duty whenever
you please," Hickerson protested.
Colonel Parker was visibly affected. "Lieutenant Hickerson. This is a
modern Air Force. The squadron
commander just doesn't go around
bucking the system to suit his whims.
Your card says you're an admin officer, so until we get it changed, that's

what

tion.

flight

"Yes, sir. But—"
"Well, then, what

my

solely at fault.

ker's office

didn't I?"

little

older

and more

wrinkled than Hickerson's.

He was

you'll be.

Do you want

the In-

spector General on our backs because
I assign you to flight duty when
your card says admin?"
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Hickerson refused to answer this
senseless quetion.
"As soon as I can get

some action
you know," the
Colonel continued. "And why are you
wearing that flight suit? The blue
uniform is the uniform of the day
on your duty,

I'll let

around here."
Hickerson rose to the bait. He
knew he should keep his mouth shut,
but he felt he had nothing to lose.
"You're wearing a flight suit, sir,"
he said.
"And I'm a pilot," Colonel Parker
shouted. "You're an admin officer.

You wear

my

blues.

Are you questioning

position?"

"No, sir."
"Never let

be said

don't look
we get your

I

meantime, the blue suit is your uniform. Do you understand?"
"Yes, sir," Hickerson said, a little
anything
there
"Is
exasperated.
else?"
"Yes. I don't want you to think
I'm a Scrooge of a squadron commander. I have taken notice of the

work you've been doing

in ad-

since you've been here. And I'm
not going to forget the effort you've
put out. It's been only a few days,

min

but you've done a commendable job."
"Thank you," Hickerson answered.

He wanted to say more, but he didn't
have the heart to break Colonel Parker's bubble.

Lieutenant Hickerson made up his
to avoid Colonel Parker
as much as Colonel Parker avoided
him. It was increasingly clear now

mind then

what Airman Lewis had said
about the Colonel was true. He wanted to run up to Airman Lewis and
shout that he was right, but again his

that

training

erected so as to create a maze of isles
and hallways that taxed the intelligence of anyone unfamiliar with the

There was a buzz of activity
amplified by the rafters
overhead
Hickerson found the records section after becoming lost down a
layout.

in the air,

wrong
it

out for my troops. When
card changed, you can sleep in your
flight suit if you want to. In the

fine

was up to him to get his duty
changed, he'd have to do something.
System or no system, he was still a
pilot and pilots are for flying. He
picked up his flight helmet and headed for the personnel office.
The personnel office was located in
a large, converted warehouse. The
familiar pale green partitions were
it

made him back

off.

Yet,

if

isle

at

least

twice.

He

ap-

proached an airman half hidden behind a pile of untidy papers, record
folders, and IBM cards.
"Excuse me," he said.
The airman looked up from his
work. He waited for Hickerson to
continue.
"I need to talk to

my

someone about

records," Hickerson said.

"What's your name, sir?" the airsaid sleepily, as though he was

man

exhausted.

"Hickerson, Charles Hickerson."
flight status?"

"Are you on

"I'm supposed to be."
"You want to see Airman Watts,
then. Over there." He pointed across
the room to a young airman with
horn-rimmed glasses buried behind a
similar stack of paperwork.
Hickerson said, "Thank you," but
the airman had already returned to
his work.
Airman Watts questioned Hickerson about his name, rank, and service

number and

left in search of the recreturned five minutes later
shaking his head.

ords.

He

"I can't find your records, sir,"
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he

"Are you sure

said.

got

I've

"I don't know," Hickerson replied.
"Somebody's got to have them."

The Airman rechecked the spelUng
of his name. He checked the rank and
the service number.
"And you're on flying status?" he
said.

"I'm supposed to be," Hickerson
replied drily.

"Supposed

be?"

airman

the

flying."

"Oh,

sir.

That explains

the

it,"

Airman exclaimed. "You should talk
to Airman Kane. He handles admin
officers."

"But I'm a pilot."
"If you're working

Airman Kane

records."

He

as an
will

admin

of-

have your

pointed to the sleepy

airman that Hickerson had
tacted. "You see him and
care of you, sir."
Hickerson returned
feeling

first

he'll

contake

somewhat akin

Airman
to a ten-

After obtaining Hickerson's name,
rank, and service number, Airman
Kane sluggishly retrieved the rec-

He opened

the manila folder

and exposed a package of IBM cards
and a sheet covered with coded entries.

"Now,

what

is

it

you

want

checked?" Airman Kane asked.

"My

duty. I'm a pilot, but

my com.

mander says my records say I'm an
admin officer."
Airman Kane spread the cards in
his hand as though he was playing
bridge and extracted one. "Duty
AFSC, 7021. That's Admin Officer,
Lieutenant."

Hickerson's hopes surged in him.
the card then so
the Colonel will let me go flying?"
"I can't do that, sir. The card is
the authority I have to go by. Maybe
the sheet here is in error."

"Can you change

"What's wrong with everyone on
base?" Hickerson shouted. His
voice echoed among the rafters. He
continued in a more subdued tone.
"I am a pilot and want to fly. I just
finished flight school and reported in
here to fly. I don't know anything
about administration. I don't want
to know anything about administration. Are you going to change that
this

card.
to

nis ball.

ords.

coded entries and reviewed it.
"That's what it says here, Lieutenant," he said. "Acccording to this,
you did just graduate from flight
school."

to

echoed.
"Yes. My commander has me working in administration right now, but
I'm a pilot and I'm supposed to be

Kane

"That's a mistake," Hickerson said.
to feel like Pavlov's dog, spouting the expected resonse with a certain stimulus. "I just
got out of flight school."
The Airman picked up the sheet of

He was beginning

them?"

ficer.
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Airman Kane?"

"I'm afraid

I

can't."

you don't do something to get
my duty changed to where it's supposed to be, I'll catch you off duty
and beat your brains out," Hickerson
"If

said in a low, steady voice.

Airman Kane came

to

life.

"Only

the sergeant can change the card. I
don't know how to run the machine.

He's the only one," he stammered.

"Then

let

me

talk to

him," Hick-

erson threatened.

"He's on leave, sir."

"On leave?"
"Yes,

sir.

Won't be back

until

Monday."

"And he's the only one
operate the machine?"
"Yes, sir."

who can
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Hickerson stood up and leaned
over the Airman's desk. "You wouldn't lie to me, would you."

"No, sir," Airman Kane blurted.
"No, sir. I can't work that thing.
Only the sergeant."
"Well, you tell your sergeant to be
ready for me, because I'm going to
be back Monday morning when you
open these doors."
"Yes, sir,"

Airman Kane

said.

That afternoon Lieutenant Hickerson began his first basket leave. Monday was three days off, and he saw
no reason to assist Colonel Parker by
working in the office. It was highly
Parker
Colonel
improbable that
would even miss him. He went to the
officer's club and began drinking

He wanted to say he was flying
and belonged to Major so and so's'
crew, and he feared someone would
ask him whose crew he did belong
to and he wouldn't have an answer.
Fortunately, everything went
smoothly, and by the time he had finished half his pitcher of beer he was

pit.

an accepted

ize.

One of the songs was sung to the
tune of "Yesterday," and the drunken
voices seemed to ring out in sarcasm.
Yesterday, all our problems
Seemed

Now

were

its

most frequent

They usually came in after
a flight and relaxed, telling jokes or
singing songs around the piano.
Since the pilots had no regularly
scheduled hours for working, you
could find them engaged in serious
drinking almost anytime of the day.
Individual crews usually drank together, and when Hickerson arrived
there were two crews gathered around
the piano drinking beer from small

visitors.

pitchers.

Hickerson bought a pitcher of beer
and joined the party at the piano. At
first he felt a little jealous of the men
in flight suits and jump boots. He
wished he could display a pressure
band around his head a helmet had
caused during a mission. He wanted
to smell sweaty and look haggard
from a mission in a cramped cock-

He

and
mostly about flying
unique to the 313th Fighter Bomber
Squadron. Some of the songs he knew
and he pitched in on these. But those
he didn't know, he began to memor-

The basement bar at the officers'
club was designed for informal activities. It contained a piano, a slot machine, a pool table, and a sandwich
counter. Pilots and navigators in
suits

of the group.

songs,

beer.

flight

member

listened while the others sang smutty

so far away.
they're with us each and every

day.

Oh

—we

believe in yesterday.

Suddenly,

if

they ask

who

Wants to be set free
Everybody hollers Me-Me-Me.

Oh

—we believe

in yesterday.

Why-oh-why must we be a
Part of miserie?

Ask who wants to leave
Hear us scream all
Day it's me. Me-Me-Me.

Had we

seen, all the problems
In the Three Thirteen,
Or the me-me's we'd be forced to
scream.
Oh we'd have stayed with yesterday.

When the last note of the song had
died away, a captain raised his pitcher above his head and shouted.
"Who wants to get out of this outfit?"

Chairborne Pilot

"Me!" everyone screamed.
The captain stood on top

"I
of the

battered piano.

"What

is

the

Three-Thirteenth's

fame?"
"The Screamin Me-Me's."

sole claim to

Everyone lifted his pitcher of beer
and drank to the toast amid scattered shouts and cheers.
By suppertime both crews had become quite drunk, and the party began to break up. Hickerson sat near
a table and stretched out, more exhausted from the activities than drunk
from the beer. A first lieutenant sat
down across the table and asked the
question Hickerson had feared would
be asked earlier.
"Who's your crew member?"
"I don't have one yet," Hickerson
answered.

The

lieutenant

"New

here,

was

huh?" he

unaffected.
said.

Hickerson nodded.
"I could tell. You've got that green
look about you."
"Everyone's got to start some-

where," Hickerson snapped.

"No offense," the lieutenant answered. "I was green once myself.
Don't let it bother you. I was just
making an observation." He sipped
on his beer slowly, looking at Hickerson intently.
"How long you been here?"

"My

first week."
"Funny. I haven't seen you around.
Where you been?"
"Waiting for them to straighten up

my

records. Can't fly
erson mumbled.

The

lieutenant sat

till

then," Hick-

up

in his seat.

"I wouldn't count on them," he said.

"What do you mean?" Hickerson
said.
it,
it.

He had

but

it

not wanted to talk about
seemed he was forced into

wouldn't
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count

on

them

straighten up your records."
"I've
already talked to

They're supposed
this

to

make

to

them.

corrections

Monday."

"Never happen."
"We'll see," Hickerson said.
lieutenant leaned over the table toward Hickerson. He shielded

The

his mouth as though he was about to
relay a secret. "Don't trust no one
around here," he said. "Everyone's'

out for his own skin, and unless you
take care of yourself no one will."
"I'm beginning to get that feeling
already," Hickerson complained.

Hickerson was up early Monday
morning. He donned his flight suit,
still clean and fresh but with a few
more wrinkles. He went straight to
the base personnel office, arriving
before it was open. When an airman
finally came and opened the doors,
Hickerson found his way to the records section and waited for the sergeant who knew how to operate the
computer.
Airman Kane's desk was cleaned
of all the paper that had been on it
last Thursday. Airman Watts's desk
was equally clean. Early in the morning the office left the appearance of
efficiency and order. Hickerson lit
a cigarette and dropped the match in
a clean ashtray. When his cigarette
was nearly finished, a sergeant entered the office.
The sergeant hung his hat on a
rack near his desk and turned to
Hickerson. He looked tired. His eyes

were red and had dark circles under
them. "Can I help you, Lieutenant,"
he said.
Hickerson told the sergeant his
story, and the sergeant nodded his

head occasionally. During the dialogue both Airman Kane and Watts
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entered

the

office.

Airman

Kane

shrank into the corner behind his
desk and began to look busy.
When Hickerson finished, the sergeant let out a long breath and leaned
on his elbows on his desk.
"I'd like to help you, Lieutenant."

he said, "But my hands are tied."
"What do you mean your hands
are tied?"
"Just what I mean, sir. I came in
to work yesterday and updated the
computer. I knew there'd be a lot
of backlog, so I figured I better get
it done before business hit me to-

day."

"That still doesn't tell me why
you can't help me," Hickerson plead-

"What I'm

saying,
updated the

already
month.'

sir, is

that I've

computer for

this

"So what?"
can update only
month. I can't change
"I

AFSC

until next

once
your

month when

each
duty
I

up-

date again." The sergeant shifted nervously in his chair. He seemed to be
embarrassed for the system.
"Are you telling me I can't fly a
plane until next month?"
"I'm not saying that, sir."
"Then what are you saying?"

Hickerson demanded.
"Just that I can't change your IBM
card until next month." The sergeant
was obviously bothered because he
couldn't satisfy

the

Lieutenant.

He

was beginning to sweat. "I can make
a note of it now, but they won't let
me change it until next month."
"So that means I've got to be an
admin officer till then. Right?"
"Yes, sir," the sergeant stammered.
"And as long as my card says

admin

The sergeant was nonplussed. He
hung his head momentarily. "I'm
sorry. Lieutenant," he said. "It's the

system.

I

can't

officer, I can't fly.

Right?"

"I guess so, sir."
"Then what you're telling

me

is

I

do anything about it.
my hands

I'd like to, but like I said,

are tied."

Hickerson

left

and went directly

the personnel office
to Colonel Parker's

office in the shack beside the hangar.

He stormed through

Sergeant Myers's
through Colonel Parker's secretary's office, and snapped to attenoffice,

tion in front of the Colonel.

The Colonel was visibly startled,
"What is it, Hickerson?" he said.
"Colonel. I want to fly."
"Yes. Yes. I know Hickerson. I'm
doing what

ed.

month."

can't fly a plane until next

I

can."

"I don't believe that, sir."

"Are you doubting my
tenant?"
"No, sir," Hickerman
"I'm just doubting your
The Colonel stood. His

word, Lieusaid testily.
action."

hands were

trembling.
"Lieutenant Hickerson," he shouted. "What you're saying amounts to
insubordination."
"I don't intend to be disrespectful,
Colonel. I just want to bring to your
attention that fact that nothing is being done about getting my duty
changed." Hickerson stood perfectly
still,

although his anger was mount-

ing steadily.
"I thought I made it quite clear to
you, Hickerson, that you are to be
an admin officer not a pilot. So I
want you to quit pushing this changing your duty business. You've got
the makings to be a top-notch chair-

—

borne

pilot,

and
good

I

want

to see

you

Don't you understand I need you as an admin officer more than as a pilot?"
"No, sir. I'm a pilot and I joined
the Air Force to fly."
get off to a

start.
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"I'll hear no more of that." Colonel
Parker moved in front of his desk.
"And I thought I told you to take

off that flight suit."
"Yes, sir. You did."

"Then

why
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Parker returned to his
he dismissed Hickerson.
When he looked up, Hickerson was
still standing at attention.
Colonel

chair

as

"I said that's

you?" The
was becoming red with
haven't

Colonel's face
anger, and the veins in his temple
were bulging.
Hickerson, who was probably more
angry than the Colonel, remained at
a braced attention. He look coldly at

Lieutenant."
sir," HickerHe braced himself for
follow his next state-

"I'm afraid
son challenged.

what would

all.

isn't,

it

ment, for he was now determined to
be rid of Colonel Parker for good.
He wanted to bring this fiasco to the
surface and get

it

over.

the Colonel standing there in a rage.
What a lousy excuse for an officer,

forgot about
Colonel," he said.

he thought. And we're supposed to be
the pride of the United States. I want
to get out of this outfit. As far away

suit,"

amused Hickerson in
was thinking again
Airman Lewis, who tried

"You

told

the Colonel challenged.

you what

as possible. It

furthermore,
I

had

said.

And now Hickerson was

more firmly convinced than ever
fore. The Colonel was like a red

besta-

tue trembling in front of his desk.
More like a boiler ready to burst.

"Answer me!" Colonel Parker
shouted. "Answer me! Do you think
I have all day to stand here and
counsel you?"
"No, sir," Hickerson answered,
toying with the idea of avoiding the
Colonel's original question.

good thing you don't," the
Counsel said. "I'm busy and I don't
have time to do your job. God knows
I've got enough problems trying to
run this squadron and keep up my
flying and all. You don't have any
idea what it's like, do you?"
"No, sir," Hickerson said. His anger was almost gone now. The whole
situation was becoming a big farce
"It's a

he couldn't believe.
"Well, I don't have time to tell you
about it now, but someday you'll understand. That's

all.

Lieutenant."

flight suit,

"I did not forget about your flight

his anger that he

exactly as
to clue him in on the Colonel's insanity. "I think he's crazy," the Airman

my

I

"I've

expect of you and,
expect you to do what
I

said."

"What do you want me

to

do,

sir?"

"Take
meant?"

it off.

What do you

think

I

Hickerson knew the Colonel meant
him to go home and change uniforms. But he was determined to crefor

ate a scene.

He

couldn't see

bowing

Colonel Parker's every whim
and, therefore, cement himself more
firmly under the Colonel's control.
He began to unzip his flight suit,
while Colonel Parker watched.

down

to

"What are you doing?" Colonel
Parker said.
"Taking it off," Hickerson replied
automatically.

"You'll do no such thing."

"But you

just told

me

to."

Colonel Parker searched for an
answer. He seemed to sputter like a
sick bulldozer. His

temper was

flar-

ing once more, and it appeared he
would explode again. The buzzer on
his telephone saved him the embarrassment of fabricating a rebuttal of
his statement, and he answered the
the telephone with a sigh of relief. To
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Hickerson, the conversation seemed
confused and he couldn't make it out.
When the Colonel finished, he stood

since his arrival, he began to research
the regulations. In only two hours
he discovered the way the system was

up.

supposed to work, and he was disappointed because what the sergeant

got to leave now, Lieutenant," he said. "I hope you don't
mind. We can finish our conversation
later. It was nice talking to you."
The Colonel picked up his cap and
was gone, leaving Hickerson standing with his flight suit half removed.
"Aw ... to hell with it," Hickerson mumbled, as he zipped up his
"I've

had told him was true.
But he also found something that
gave him a glimmer of hope the
unit manning document. This document showed, without a doubt, that
in personnel

—

there was a space authorization for
him to be a pilot.

He immediately brought

this to the

The

flight suit.

attention of Sergeant Myers.

Hickerson came to the office twice
during the rest of the week. He
signed the papers Sergeant Myers had
prepared. What a waste, he thought.
They need me here like they need a
Flying Jenny. I'm spinning wheels
and getting nowhere. But why me?
Why not someone else? This place is
going to drive me nutty. It doesn't

geant claimed he didn't know what it
all meant, but Hickerson could tell
that again the Sergeant, like all the
majors, was out for his own skin. In
the end it was the personnel sergeant
who helped Hickerson understand,
but not without some convincing. At
first the Sergeant gave Hickerson the
same story. It was the system. But
when Hickerson began to pressure
the Sergeant, the story began to
change. Eventually the Sergeant must
have given up, for he answered every
question asked him,
"The Three-Tliirteenth is authorized only a certain number of pilots
on flight duty," the Sergeant said.
"If the number of pilots exceeds that
figure, then Colonel Parker gets in
hot water for not telling headquarters
about it. The pilot shortage is bad
enough without having extra pilots in

seem that the troops in operations
have many problems. And how is it
that the Colonel can fly all the time
while I can't. I realize he's a colonel.
I don't know how, but he is. Still I
should be flying or I shouldn't be
here.

He

signed a cover letter attached
small stack of about twelve
IBM cards and placed it in the "out"
basket. The mere sight of the cards
made him want to puke. Because of a
few rectangular cuts in a piece of
cardboard, he seemed destined to be
what he didn't want to be. In the fastpaced space technology world it took
longer to get something changed or
corrected than it took to do a hundred similar transactions with the
manual system. As he thought about
to

a

Ser-

a unit."

"But according
there's a space for

documents,
me. What differ-

to the

ence does it make what my AFSC
as long as I fly and get the

says,

AFSC

became more
and more convinced there must be
something he could do to rectify the

changed later?"
"That's the problem, sir. It's sort
of hard to explain, but I'll try." The
Sergeant obviously didn't like what
he had to do. "As it stands now,

situation.

there's nothing I can do, even

his position, Hickerson

That afternoon, for the

first

time

I

update the computer again."

when
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Hickerson was nonplussed with

new

bit of information,

geant noticed

"Let
"If

me
will

lets you fly, your
be reported and head-

Three-

"But that's what I said earlier,"
Hickerson said. "There's a space for
me. Why not put me in it?"

—

" The Sergeant hesi"Well, sir
and took a deep breath. "Colo-

tated

Parker is filling that slot."
can he be? His name isn't
on the document for that position?"
"It's on the document as the squadron conunander. It can't be on as a
pilot, or you'd have no commander.
If Colonel Parker was placed on the
documents as filling this pilot space,
headquarters would send you another
colonel when you don't need one."
"You're losing me. Sergeant,"
Hickerson said.
"Well, it's like this," the Sergeant
continued. "Personnel at headquar.
ters sees this vacant space on the unit
manning document, so they send a
pilot to fill it. Operations at headntl

"How

quarters gets the reports of what flying is done and right now they show
an even one hundred per cent. If you
fly, the reports will show more than
one hundred percent and Colonel
Parker will be in hot water. Do you

understand?"
think

so,"

he put

me

and
he would-

in that slot

my AFSC,

be able to fly."
"That's right, sir."

n't

it.

explain, sir," he went on.

quarters will find out the
Thirteenth is overmanned."

"I

if

had you change

Colonel

the

flights

"And

this

and the Ser-
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Hickerson replied.

"I've got one question, though. Is the

Colonel supposed to fly?"
"I don't think so, sir.

It

all

de-

pends on how much flying is supposed to be done. If there's any open
time, he's allowed to

fill

"Then Colonel Parker
flying I'm supposed to

"I guess so, sir."

in."
is

doing the

do?"

It

the

was

clear

Colonel

now

to

didn't

Hickerson why

intend

He'd get in trouble for

to

help.

letting Hick-

erson fly, but more important, the
Colonel would have to quit flying
and, on top of that, give up his flight
pay, and the flight pay amounted to
over $2,500 a year. Headquarters
wasn't in the least bit aware of the
situation. Personnel showed Hickerson assigned to the space; operations
showed Colonel Parker doing the flying, not aware Hickerson was supposed to; and finance was paying
Colonel Parker for using up excess
flight time when there wouldn't be

any

if Hickerson was flying.
The Inspector General didn't

be-

Hickerson's story and refused
to investigate it. Hickerson's AFSC
was not changed at the beginning of
the month. And the administrative
workload was handled by Sergeant
Myers as Hickerson explored his avenues of escape.
He wrote his congressman and received the following reply:
Dear Lieutenant Hickerson,
It was indeed a pleasure to receive
your letter and I trust I may be
able to help you.
As you know I am deeply involved
in obtaining increased military housing for our servicemen, so I am well
aware of your other problems.
Before I can take any action on
your request, however, you must atlieve

solve your problem

on a
you try to work
this out with your commander. If that
is no help, then I recommend taking
your case to the Inspector General.
I'm certain you will find a solution
tempt

to

local basis. I suggest

in

one of these places.
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if

Please feel free to write me again
you have any other questions you

wish answered.
studied more regulations, espethose pertaining to personnel
and the assignment system. After two
months as an Administrative Services

He

cially

came across a solution to
dilemma and began to make

Officer he
his

friends

Friends

personnel.

in

who

You are hereby confined to the
geographical limits of Webber Air
Force Base until the outcome of your
court martial.
Colonel David W. Parker

Commander
For any other Second Lieutenant
would have been a disaster. All three counts were well founded and even if mitigating circum-

this notice

showed him how to operate an IBM
cardpunch machine and the card sorter. Hickerson was preparing a bizarre

stances about the Colonel's behavior
were brought to light, the charges

plan to reassign himself to another,
more sane squadron.
But before Hickerson could put his
plan in effect, a series of events occurred that seriously threatened his

Hickerson, the notice served only to
prove Colonel Parker's insanity.
True, Hickerson had been disobedient and derelict in duty, but Colonel
Parker had been even more so. Colonel Parker seemed interested in only

Colonel Parker realized that
Hickerson was still wearing a flight
suit. A paper was signed by Hickerson in his weekly signing sessions
that created a massive turmoil at
headquarters and jeopardized Colonel
And Hickerson
career.
Parker's
future.

talked a pilot friend into giving him
a ride. The one ride boosted the
squadron's flight time over the maxi-

mum

limit.

The next day, Hickerson found
letter

on his desk.

It

a

read:

Dear Lieutenant Hickerson:
I thought you would have been
a good officer. I had great plans for
you but you somehow didnt appre-

my

Therefore, I have
recommended you for u court martial
on three counts.
refusing to re1. Insubordination
move your flight suit when ordered.
refusing to
2. Dereliction of duty
assume responsibility for accurate

ciate

efforts.

—

—

correspondence which caused me
grave problems.
Misappropriation of Govern3.
ment Property piloting a U. S. Air
Force aircraft against the express or-

—

ders

of

your commander.

would probably be upheld. But

to

one thing: flying and the money that
it. But the reason Hicker-

came with

son read his court martial notice with
only a passing interest was that he
intended to be reassigned within a
very short time. The only problem
Hickerson had at the moment was
completing his plan prior to the convening date of the court martial.
Hickerson stacked the notice in his
"in" basket and went to the personnel office. He had fabricated a story
he told the IBM machine operators so
that they would let him use their
equipment. According to his story,

he was enrolled in a basic computer
course in the local area and needed
practice on the equipment. Although
his story was weak, within a short
time his repeated visits became accepted in personnel, and he was no
longer questioned. It was time to put
his plan into effect.
Hickerson knew Colonel Parker

was a believer in the infallibility of
the personnel computer system. This
has been evidenced during their first
meeting. The success of Hickerson's
whole plan depended on this factor.

Chairborne Pilot
If Colonel Parker still believed in
the system, Hickerson would be reassigned. But if Colonel Parker didn't
accept what the computer said, Hick-

had another method to use
which would guarantee his reassignerson

ment.
Personnel assignments were usually generated at Headquarters United
States Air Force, where overall requirements are known. Although most
requirements were forwarded to the

Major Command

by number and
was an occasional
"by name" requirement which was
usually accepted without question by

AFSC

needs, there

assignment authorities at each level
command. Hickerson intended to

of

one of these "by name" requests in the system and wait for it to

insert

filter

down

Two

to him.

were necessary. He
had to submit an IBM card to Headquarters USAF which indicated he
was available for reassignment from
Webber Air Force Base. At the same
time he had to submit another card
which indicated he was needed at another base on an emergency basis.
For his next base, Hickerson chose
Hastings Air Force Base, Arizona.
It
took about fifteen minutes to
punch the proper information on the
cards and another ten minutes to
sneak them into the system. Half an
hour later both the requirement and
the availability of Second Lieutenant
Hickerson would ring a bell on the
computer at Headquarters USAF. If
all went well, Hickerson would be on
his way within a week. A card
would come down to the 313th notifying Hickerson of his reassignment,
and a card would go to Hastings Air
Force Base alerting them of Hicker-son's pending arrival.
During the next three days. Colonel
Parker followed Hickerson's every
actions

move.
phone
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He

harassed Hickerson with
make sure he had not
left the base. He even demanded that
Hickerson be in the office all day
and made periodic checks to see that
his order was carried out. But Hickerson gave the Colonel no chance to
charge him with another violation.
The Lieutenant was extremely careful
not to overstep his boundaries.
Two days later Hickerson began to
worry about his assignment. Nothing
had come down from Headquarters
USAF, and he was afraid he had forgotten to complete some action and
his plan had been found out. His trial
calls to

was

set for Wednesday of the following week. He had earlier signed a
statement refusing counsel because of
the expected assignment, and now he

wondered

if he had made a mistake.
Suddenly, Hickerson was afraid he
had gotten himself in deeper than he

had wanted to.
By Tuesday morning the day before his trial, Hickerson had still not
heard anything about his reassignment, and he was convinced that his
military career was soon to come to
an end. Then the Colonel went flying
and Hickerson slipped out of the office and joined the singing crew

members

in

the officers' club.

The

liquor combined with his downcast
spirits to create a feeling of utter

doom, and he soon withdrew from
the group and sat alone by the bar.

He

thought of his short stay

Webber Air Force Base and
problems associated with

it.

at

all

the

An

an-

ger welled up in him when his
thoughts came to Colonel Parker and
murder crossed his mind. Of course
that was no solution. Just because
I've got my bags packed and my assignment isn't here yet is no reason
to kill, he thought. Just because I'm
going to be court martialed by an
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commander

idiot

is

no

reason

to

Just because I want to fly and
can't is no reason to kill.

said, picking

up an

IBM

card from

kill.

the desk.

I

Hickerson couldn't suppress the
broad grin that spread across his

assignment had come down,
over by now.
it would have been
The only hitch would have been convincing Colonel Parker the assignIf his

ment was legitimate. And since the
Colonel was a believer in the system,
that shouldn't be too hard. It would
sound quite fishy, Hickerson thought.
But I think I could have swung it.
Even if that didn't work, I could have
given him my coup de grace. He
would have been so shocked that I
could have left while he was still try.
ing to figure it out. It looks too late
now, though, he mused.
He finished his beer and ordered
another. At the same time he was
paged for the telephone. Colonel
Parker's aircraft needed maintenance
so he

didn't go flying;

returned

instead,

he

the office and found
missing. From the hun-

to

Hickerson
dreds of words Colonel Parker must
have shouted into the phone, Hickerson caught only those which meant
he should return to the office and report to the Colonel immediately. But
before Hickerson returned to the of
fice, he slowly
finished his beer.
What have I got to lose, he thought.
Sergeant Myers was waiting for
Hickerson when he entered the office

shack.

He seemed

excessively

anxious to speak with the Lieutenant.
"Lieutenant," he said breathelssly.
"Am I glad you showed up."
Hickerson pretended not to know
what the excitement was all about.
"What for?" he answered.
"Well, the Colonel is quite upset
about you being at the club. But
that's usual for him. There's something else that I don't understand."
Sergeant Myers led Hickerson to the
Lieutenant's office. "It's this," he

face.

"Tliis

card

is

an assignment on

Lieutenant," Sergeant Myers
said. "I don't understand it. According to this card, you're supposed to
report to Hastings Air Force Base
by next Monday. You'd have to leave

you.

today to get there on time."
"I don't mind," Hickerson said,
taking the card from Sergeant Myers.

"But I don't understand, sir," My.
went on. "According to the system, you can't be reassigned until
you've been here a year."
"They must have approved a waiver to the policy," Hickerson replied.
"I'll tell the Colonel about it."
Hickerson left Sergeant Myers and
walked switfly to Colonel Parker's
office. He had one more hurdle to
cross, and he could be on his way.
The Colonel was drumming his fingers on his desk when Hickerson eners

tered the office.

"And what makes you

think you

can disobey my orders on the eve
of your court martial?" Colonel Parker shouted.
"I think it's only fair that I should
be allowed to have a farewell drink
with my buddies," Hickerson said,
calmly.
"If I had my way, it would be the
last drink you ever have. Do you realize the seriousness of your actions?"
"Yes, sir." Hickerson said, thinking only of his assignment actions.
"Then what do you have to say for
yourself?"
"Nothing, sir. I'm sorry I left the
office without your permission, but I
had to say goodbye to my buddies.

Chairborne Pilot
That's all. Since I'm going to be leaving tonight I won't be able to see

them—"
"Leaving!" the Colonel interrupt"Where? You aren't going anywhere unless I say so."
"I thought you knew, Colonel,"
Hickerson lied.
ed.

to

have been reassigned."
"Impossible!" The Colonel jumped
his feet and assumed his habitual
I

position in front of his desk.

"No

sir. It

came

in just today. I'm

supposed to report to Hastings Air
Force Base on Monday. I'll have to
leave tonight to get there on time."
"I
said.

don't believe

Colonel

the

it,"

"I don't believe

it.

Who

said

you've got an asignment.?"
"It's

right here," Hickerson said,

handed the Colonel the IBM
card. "The computer kicked this out
today. I thought for sure you knew
as he

it."

"I knew no such thing. There must
be some mistake."
"It can't be a mistake, Colonel.
The computer sent this down. It's in

the system."

"But you've got a court martial
morrow. I won't release you."
"It's

a

name

request,

sir.

to-

There

be somebody with a lot of
weight who wants me. You can't buck

must
a

name request."
"A court martial
"I'm afraid not,

will

buck

it."

You'll have to
transfer the case to Hastings."

"But

sir.

do that."
"It's the only way, sir, unless you
want to withdraw your charges."
I

can't

The Colonel

sat

on his desk and

stared at Hickerson in disbelief.

"Do
enough

you
to let

exclaimed. "You think you've beaten
me, Lieutenant, but you haven't. You
think this assignment will get you off
the hook. It's not done that way. PerI
think there's something
fishy about this whole thing, and I
intend to find out. You've caused me
a lot of headaches and I intend to

sonally,

make you pay

"Knew what?"
"That
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be stupid
you off that easy?" he
think

I'd

for them."

"It's in the system, sir,"

said

again.

"I've

Hickerson
checked

already

with personnel. They said it came
down from Air Force. As you can
tell,

it's

a

name

"Yes. Yes.
can't believe

I
it.

request."

can see

that.

But

I

There's got to be a

mistake somewhere."
"No more of a mistake than there
was on my duty, sir," Hickerson said.
The Colonel stared at Hickerson.
"You'll never get that notion out of
your head, will you? That's what's
gotten you in hot water to begin
with."

"No, sir," Hickerson answered, "It
was the system. That's all. And now
the system is going to work the other
way around and get me out of hot
water."
"I wouldn't be too sure," Colonel
Parker said. "I still don't believe
this card nor your word. And I'm
sure personnel will back me up."

"Are you, sir?"
"Of course I am! What do you
think I am, a blabbering idiot?"
Hickerson refused to answer and
the Colonel was at a loss for his next
statement.
"I think

it

would be in your best
drop the charges

interests. Colonel, to

and

release

me

for

reassignment,"

Hickerson said.
"I will not do such a thing."
"I think

you

will.

Colonel."

"Why you impudent
ful—"

disrespect-
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"Because if you don't, there's a
matter of flight pay you'll have to

answer for."
"I don't know what you're talking
about."
"Of course you wouldn't. But you
do. And more important is that I
know what you're doing and why.
I'm sure I could bring that up in a
court martial. What was it you

charged me with? Misappropriation?
I'm sure the same term could be applied to your activities. And more
important, I could prove it."

The Colonel

stared at Hickerson,

speechless.

"I'm offering you a choice. ColoEither this assignment sticks, or
I'll expose you."
The Colonel stammered a few

nel.

You

Stir

words in shock, then stood up.
"Get out! Get out!" he shouted. "I
hope for your sake and mine we never meet again."
By late afternoon Hickerson had
completed his out processing. He
stopped by the office hoping to add
the final insult by saying goodbye to
Colonel Parker. But the Colonel had
gone flying. Hickerson needed nothing else; he said his goodbyes to Sergeant Myers and Airman Lewis and
departed.

Within a few minutes, the same
Air Policeman who welcomed Second
Lieutenant Hickerson to Webber Air
Force Base, unknowingly bid Hickerson goodbye when he waved the Lieutenant through the gates and onward
toward Arizona.

No Shadow

• Biron Walker
The spear

of light shrinks ever toward

the shaft burns short

The

its

head;

the hurling end.

hurler's last heat rides in the guttering

remnant, ghost of

The

down from

tree

limbs

still

still

itself.

The

star is dead.

hulks against the sky;

its

stark

score and fret the living air

supported by a fabric uninformed,
stayed by coreless roots, tunnels where moles work.

You

cash the weekly check at the corner store;

you open mail addressed To Occupant,
pay taxes, eat, sleep, take wife, get child,
but stir no shadow in the lighted door.
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